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ABSTRACT

Infrared (IR) imagery collected by geostationary satellites provides useful information

about the dirunal evolution of cloud systems. These JR images can be analyzed to indicate

the location of clouds as well as the pattern of cloud top temperatures (Tbs). During the past

several decades, a number of different approaches for estimation of rainfall rate (RR) from

Tb have been explored and concluded that the Tb-RR relationship is (1) highly nonlinear,

and (2) seasonally and regionally dependent. Therefore, to properly model the relationship,

the model must be able to:

(1) detect and identify a non-linear mapping of the Tb-RR relationship;

(2) Incorporate information about various cloud properties extracted from IR image;

(3) Use feedback obtained from RR observations to adaptively adjust to seasonal and

regional variations; and

(4) Effectively and efficiently process large amounts of satellite image data in real-time.

In this study, a kind of artificial neural network (ANN), called Modified Counter

Propagation Network (MCPN), that incorporates these features, has been develpoed. The

model was calibrated using the data around the Japanese Islands provided by the Global

Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) First Algorithm Intercompari son Project (AIP-I).

Validation results over the Japanese Islands and Florida peninsula show that by providing

limited ground-truth observation, the MCPN model is effective in monthly and hourly

rainfall estimation. Comparison of results from MCPN model and GOES Precipitation Index

(GPI) approach is also provided in the study.
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CHAPTER 1

THE ESTIMATION OF RAINFALL FROM SATELLITE INFRARED IMAGERY

1.1 Problem Definition

Accurate observations of the global distribution of precipitation are necessary for

monitoring the variability of weather and climate, and are crucial to the development of a

proper understanding of the hydrologic cycle as it passes through the ocean, land, and

atmosphere. For hundreds of years, rainfall has been measured by the conventional method

of rain gauges, but this method facilitates only a relatively sparse sampling of rainfall,

primarily over the land. The use of ground-based radar now enables the measurement of

rainfall over relatively large areas, but the coverage is still essentially limited to the land

surfaces and the oceanic regions along the coastlines. With the current rapid growth in

satellite remote-sensing technology, we will soon be able to routinely monitor the global

distribution of rainfall, even over the oceans, which cover —71% of the Earth's surface.

Since the 1960s, techniques for the estimation of surface rainfall from multi-channel

visible (VIS) and infrared (1R) imagery collected by the Geostationary Operational

Environmental Satellites (GOES) have been under development. These approaches attempt

to correlate the surface rain rate with cloud top brightness temperatures provided by the

satellite. One approach is based on the analysis of individual cloud pixel information [Arkin

and Meisner, 1987; Barrett et al., 1986; Lovejoy and Austin, 1979; Bellon et al., 1992]. For

example, the GOES Precipitation Index (GPI) method [Arkin and Meisner, 1987] assigns an

estimated instantaneous rainfall value of 3 mm/hr to any pixel location for which the satellite
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image indicates a cloud-top temperature lower than 235°K and averages the results over an

area of approximately 2.5 x 2.5 degree latitude-longitude; the result is then accumulated over

a longer period, usually several days to a month, to increase the accuracy. Another approach

is based on the analysis of cloud image types and their variations in time [Griffith et al.,

1978; Scofield, 1987; Negri et al., 1984; Adler and Negri, 1988; Wu et al., 1985]. For

example, the "Automatic Satellite-Derived Precipitation Estimates" method of

NOAA/NESDIS [Scofield, 1987] is currently being used to estimate and publish

instantaneous and accumulated rainfall distributions for the continental U.S.

While the methods mentioned above are able to provide much needed information

about the spatial distribution and temporal variability of regional and global rainfall, they

suffer from problems in terms of of reliability, accuracy, and resolution in space and time

[Lee et al., 1991; Petty, 1995]. Because of the frequent sampling rate (every 30 minutes),

the Geostationary satellite's JR image is able to "see" the diurnal variations of the cloud

development. However, the image collected from the IR images is associated with the cloud

top temperatures, which are only indirectly related to inte-nsity of precipitation. This indirect

relationship produces a high uncertainty between the IR signal at a image pixel and the

assoicated rainfall rate underneath the cloud. Furthermore, the relationship between the JR

temperature from pixel to pixel mapping is nonlinear. While thresholding methods (such as

GPI method) may provide satisfactory estimates of long-term accumulated rainfall, they are

not suitable for short-term hourly rainfall rate estimation at high spatial resolutions. A more

precise method that can explain the nonlinear JR-rainfall rate relationship is necessary for

providing precise rainfall rate products. Further, a pixel by pixel mapping of the HZ-rainfall
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rate relationship is likely to be seasonally and regionally dependent; a relationship derived

from one special case will not accurately fit another. Therefore, to improve discrimination,

we must successfully model a relationship which is characterized by extreme transience,

heterogeneity, and variability.

Various attempts to improve the estimation of precipitation from satellite imagery

have been reported in the literature. Adler et al. (1993) and others proposed methods that

incorporate both IR and microwave information. Xie and Arkin (1996) developed an

algorithm that merges the rainfall estimates obtained from GPI, microwave, and rain gauge

measurements. Negri et al. (1993) combined the IR technique with a numerical cloud model.

Scofield (1987), Grassotti and Garand (1994), and others included sounding measurements

and physical fields calculated by numerical weather forecast models into the IR algorithms.

From the viewpoint of information systems, all of these methods, whether based on the

analysis of cloud physics or instrument/sensor characteristics, are primarily attempts to

enhance the effectiveness of the input system so as to reduce the rainfall mapping uncertainty

for certain types of clouds. However, calculating the rainfall is extremely complicated

because the cloud features vary according to different meteorological and geological

conditions, and the relationships between these features and rainfall rates on the Earth's

surface are nonlinear and vary spatially.

In this research, an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) model is proposed to express

the nonlinear relationship between the rainfall and JR image. This ANN model was

implemented with an automatic training procedure that can incorporate limited ground-based
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rainfall measurements (from rain gauges or radars) to update the model behavior, thereby

providing improved spatial and temporal rainfall estimates.

1.2 Motivation

An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a mathematical approach that attempts to

simulate, in simplified manner, some of the structure and functional operations of the brain.

The development of ANN's has been motivated by the exceptional ability (in terms of speed

and accuracy) of biological neuron systems in pattern recognition and other tasks. ANN

models have some excellent characteristics that make them attractive for scientific

applications. A few among them are: the capability of any approximating any input-output

function (universal function approximator), the ability to learn from and adapt to the

surrounding environment, and the potential to express physical relationships which are

difficult to describe by general physical rules.

ANNs have been widely applied to a variety of practical problems, including control,

signal processing, pattern recognition, forcasting, modeling of chemical processes, and

manufacturing. These examples provide better understanding and confidence in the

application of the ANNs to this study. However, using an ANN model to estimate surface

rainfall from satellite remote sensing data is not a simple exercise. The ANN model in this

study is required to work not only as a function approximator that relates cloud features to

rainfall rates, but also as an interpreter to that provides insights into the physical processes

by which clouds generate rainfall. To match these purposes, the ANN model in this study
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has been developed as a practical tool for the real-time estimation of rainfall rate, and as an

analytical tool for scientific investigation.

1.3 Objectives

Many complicated factors are involved in the modeling of rainfall from remotely

sensed data. These include the complexity of the physical processes giving rise to rainfall

at the surface, and the difficulty in the interpretation of the information received by the

satellite in the infrared channel from the cloud top temperature in terms of rainfall.

Moreover, a large amount of data must be processed both in the model training stage and in

the real-time operation mode. Hence, a suitable ANN model structure and function must be

developed with these considerations in mind. The proposed ANN model will be required to

possess several important capabilities as listed below:

(1) It must be able to process large amounts of GOES imagery (because of the large coverage

area and high spatial/temporal resolutions of image) and be able to operate in the

real-time mode;

(2) It must function as an "analyzer" to determine under which conditions the provided

infrared image and ground-surface types are related to the rain rate on the Earth's

surface, and to determine how these input variables interact with each other;

(3) It must possess a "self-learning" ability, which can update model parameters to improve

the model performance by using partial available rainfall measurements, such as the

products of precipitation radar and rain gauges. This characteristic will also help the

model to trace the seasonal and regional variability of the precipitation climatology.
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In this reaserch, an ANN model was developed and tested using a limited number of

input features received from satellite infrared images (such as infrared brightness temperature

and surface topographic information, etc.). The model was developed using data from the

Japanese islands, including topographic information, remotely sensed infrared data collected

by the Geostationary Meteorology Satellite (GMS), and ground-truth data collected by the

Automatic Meteorological Data Acquisition System (AMeDAS). The model was validated

for both the Japanese islands (using GMS and AMeDAS data) and the Florida peninsula

(using GOES-8 and NEXRAD data). The adaptive feature of the method is shown to enable

recursive updating of the ANN connection weights when ground-truth data are available,

thereby dramatically improving the estimation performance in response to varying spatial and

temporal rainfall properties. This feature is also shown to enable the model to effectively

adjust to the differing precipitation characteristics of diverse geographical regions. Tests

reveal that the model can be successfully updated using only spatially limited observation

data such as raingauge information. Finally, the use of a strategy called a Self Organizing

Feature Map (SOFM), is shown to provide interesting insights into the functional

relationships between input variables and output rainfall rate.

1.4 Historical Review

In the field of rainfall estimation from satellite remote sensing data, visible, infrared,

and microwave data are used. These three types of data are described as follows:



(1) Visible imagery

Cloud reflectance (brightness) is dominated by characteristics such as

cloud thickness, particle size, and phase (ice or liquid water) of the cloud.

Deep cumulonimbus clouds (highly reflective clouds) and thick frontal

systems tend to be brighter from visible images and are likely to produce

rainfall. Cirrus clouds, being thinner, are less bright and produce no rain.

However, the albedo of the underlying surface may influence the image.

Some types of surfaces, such as ice, snow, and desert, are relatively bright in

visible images. Over the oceans, the image appears dark, thus rain clouds are

easily distinguished. If visible image is combined with rR images, the

discrimination between surface and clouds level can be better separated.

(2) Infrared imagery

Infrared images detect primarily the surface temperature of a sensed

target. When clouds appear, the brightness temperatures sensed from a

satellite are associated to the cloud top temperatures. These temperatures are

likely to be lower than the temperatures sensed during clear skies (ground or

sea surface temperature).

When rainfall intensity is high, the cloud top temperature is, in

general, low, however, the reverse relationship is not always true. Cirrus, for

example, are high altitude clouds, which have very low cloud top

temperatures, but produce no rain.
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Most of the methods used to estimate precipitation from ER images

give good results if the estimates are based on an accumulation over a period

of time, such as monthly. The precision of the estimates is reduced over

short-time intervals, such as hours or days. When applied to tropical areas

dominated by convective clouds, the results are promising and applicable to

areas over the land and ocean [Griffith et al., 1978; Negri and Adler, 1981;

Wu et al., 1985; Mote11 and Weare, 1987].

(3) Microwave imagery

Microwave imagery is defined as the interval of wavelength from 10-

1.0 cm (3 to 300 GHz). Because of their capability to penetrate clouds and

precipitation, microwaves provide a promising mechanism for rainfall rate

estimation. Absorption, emission, and scattering of microwave radiation by

hydrometeors (both liquid and frozen) cause detectable changes in the

microwave brightness temperature, so that cloud and precipitation properties

can be estimated using remotely sensed brightness measurements made at

appropriate frequencies and locations. Compared to the visible and infrared

images, which are only able to detect the radiation reflected or emitted from

a cloud top, microwaves may prove to provide more accurate instantaneous

rainfall estimation [Barrett et al., 1990].
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Use of each of the three types of data entails certain limitations or advantages. The

primary disadvantage of using microwave data from polar-orbiting satellites is poor spatial
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and temporal resolution (two overpasses per day and 12.5 km resolution for 85 GHZ channel

and 25.0 km resolution for 19GHz, 22 GHz, and 37GHz channels in the Special Sensor

Microwave Imager (SSM/I)). Visible imagery data, on the other hand, are sensed with higher

frequency; but the coverage period is limited to the daytime hours. Infrared imagery from

geostationary satellites are sensed about every 30 minute intervals, and provide the

information of diurnal variation of clouds.

The most commonly used techniques are the JR -based. There are also methods that

combine several kinds of satellite data together to improve the rainfall estimation accuracy.

In this review, several popular IR-based techniques will be discussed. Section 1.4.1

discusses the GOES Precipitation Index Method (GPI); the Griffith and Woodley Technique

(GWT) is discussed in Section 1.4.2; Section 1.4.3 describes the Negri-Adler-Wetzel

Technique (NAWT). In Section 1.4.4, the Convective-Stratiform Technique (CST) is

illustrated. The NESDIS Operational Convective Precipitation Estimation Technique

proposed by Scofield and Oliver (1977) will be discussed in Section 1.4.5. Finally, a brief

summary of all these techniques is given in Section 1.4.6.

1.4.1 The GOES Precipitation Index (GPI)

The GPI method was developed by Arkin (1979) to estimate precipitation from

geostationary satellites over tropical oceans. Based on his experience from the region around

the Global Atmospheric Research Program (GARP) Atlantic Tropic Experiment (GATE)

area, Arkin found that fractional pixels of infrared images with temperatures lower than 235

°K are highly correlated to radar-produced precipitation (correlation was 0.86). Correlation
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coefficients vary with area and time of accumulation. The correlation coefficient increased

when the averaged time interval and area increased [Richard and Arkin, 1981]. As described

by Arkin and Meisner (1987), a constant 3 mm/hr rain rate is assigned to the fractional

coverage of cold pixels (temperature lower than 235°K) out of the total number of pixels in

a 2.5° x 2.5° latitude-longitude area. The estimation equation for GPI is:

GIP = 3 * frac * A(t)	 (1.1)

where:

GPI = average rain depth (mm) in a 2.5° x 2.5° area

frac = number of pixels with temperature lower than 235°K devide

by the total number of pixels

0 � frac _�. 1

A(t) = time interval in hours where frac is applied

1.4.2 Griffith-Woodley Technique (GWT)

The GWT technique [Griffin et al., 1978] is one of the most widely applied 1R-

precipitation estimation methods. This technique tracks the cloud coverage over time, A,

and then finds the maximum cloud coverage area, Am , from A. The cloud coverage area is

defined as the area with a cloud IR temperature lower than 253 °K. After the Am is found,

the radar echo area, A„ can be found from the ratio of A 1A, and the empirical curves

(which are calibrated from the local radar echos and IR defined cloud coverage area). A

defined rainfall rate, R, can be determined using Ae and A em (maximum of A e) and empirical
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curve (denoted as R[Ae/Aem] below). Then, the rainfall volume in each time period, R,„ is

calculated from:

A	 3
= R[--e--]A Ea.b.At

A em i=1
(1.2)

where:	 R[Ae/Aem] is the rainfall rate obtained from the empirical curve of

echo area and the maximum echo area of radar signal

Am is the maximum cloud coverage during its lifetime

At is the time interval between IR images

a, is the fractional coverage in different defined IR threshold

temperature ranges

b is the weighting factor for each defined IR threshold temperature range

The value a l is the fraction of A, for IR temperatures between 253 °K and 225 °K; a2 is the

fraction of A, between 224 °K and 202 °K; and a3 is the fraction of A, less than 201 ° K. The

coefficients 13 1 , b2, and b3 are 1.00, 2.19, and 3.24, respectively, for those a l , a2 , and a3 for the

case applied to the Florida region. When Rv is obtained, the value is assigned 50% of R, to

the 10% coldest center, and the remaining 50% R to the next coldest 40% of the cloud.

1.4.3 Negri-Adler-Wetzel Technique (NAW7')

The NAWT [Negri et al., 1984] is a simplified version of GWT. The GWT method

must track the cloud through its lifetime to find the maximum cloud coverage area, Am. In

the NAWT, rainfall volume in each time period is assumed as:
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RR = kA, c (1.3)

where k is a constant calculated from the least-square estimator.

Meanwhile, the temperature distributions of the 10% and 50% coldest cloud areas are

assumed to be uniformly distributed. Using these simplifications, the calculation of rainfall

volume can be performed at any sample instant, eliminating the need to wait until the end of

the cloud life time. Experimental results indicate that the NAWT gives comparable results

to the GWT approach.

1.4.4 The Convective-Stratiform Technique (CST)

The CST was proposed by Adler and Negri (1988). This method estimates deep

convective rainfall by assigning different rain rates to convective and stratiform components.

The method uses a value called slope to calculate the temperature difference between the

coldest cloud core pixel and the mean temperature of its neighboring pixels to identify cloud

types (cirrus or thunderstorm). Next, the cirrus clouds are eliminated from the calculation.

For a convective cell, the averaged rainfall rate and areas are assigned by running a one-

dimensional cloud model [Adler and Mack, 1984]. From the JR temperature map, the

rainfall rate is assigned to the area, progressing from low to high IR temperature until the

cloud model calculated rainfall area is reached. The CST is modified to determine cirrus and

thunderstorm cloud types by using the 86-GHZ microwave channel [Negri and Adler, 1993].
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1.4.5 The NESDIS Operational Convective Precipitation Estimation Technique

This approach was proposed by Scofield and Oliver (1977). The operational

procedure was explained by Scofield (1987). This technique is particularly useful for flash

flood forecasting. Unlike general JR and VIS approaches, the method is not automated. It

relies on well-trained meteorologists to watch the satellite images, radar images, and

meteorological parameters, and then to assign rainfall rate after answering a series of

questions. The whole system is a decision tree. At the first stage, the active convective

cloud area is determined from the answers to a series of questions [Barrett and Martin, 1981;

Kidder and Haar, 1995], including: (1) Is the cloud convective? (2) Is the cloud cold? (3)

Where is the active part of the cloud? (the coldest part with tightest gradient and towers) (4)

Is the cloud growing? (5) Are there overshooting tops (the portions with strong vertical

motion of thunderstorm that penetrates the anvil or the tropopause?) (6) Is the cloud with

bright texture in VIS picture? (7) Is the area near low-level inflow? (8) Is the area under

radar echos?

Assigning the base rainfall rate to the active part of the cloud is very complicated.

After the convective cloud active area is decided, another series of conditions again need to

be decided subjectively by well-trained analysts. Basically, a higher rainfall rate is assigned

to growing, colder, convective clouds. Before deciding the final half-hour rainfall rate, two

other important factors, called speed-of-storm factor and moisture-correction factor must be

calculated. Higher weighting factors are assigned to the slow-moving storm in high

humidity environments. By multipling the base rainfall rate, speed-of-storm factor, and

moisture-correction factor together, the half-hour rainfall rate is assigned.
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1.4.6 Summary

Several 1R-based rainfall estimation techniques have been introduced in this section.

A general problem of the IR methods is that the relationship between 112 temperature and

rainfall rate is affected by temporal and spatial variations. For example, the relationship

between IR temperature and rainfall rate estimated from the Florida region may not be

applicable to the other areas, such as the Japanese islands, or over the Indian ocean. The

optimal threshold value or regression parameters that were calculated from the empirical

experience may need to be adjusted according seasonal and regional variations. All of the

above IR-based rainfall estimation techniques, except Scofield and Oliver's method, show

favorable estimates of long-term accumulated rainfall (such as monthly or seasonal) but

provide highly variable results when applied to short term rainfall estimation. Although the

Scofield and Oliver approach uses many more convective cloud features to estimate the half-

hour rainfall rate, many decision stages in rainfall rate assignments required subjective

decisions by experienced analysts. For practical operational use, a more automatic and

objective decision process that speeds up and simplifies the computation process in the

model is suggested.

1.5 Organization and Scope

This dissertation is organized into seven chapters listed as follows:

Chapter Two describes several popular neural network models and the selection of

a Counter Propogation Network (CPN) model to estimate the rainfall rate from satellite

imagery.
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In Chapter Three, the CPN model is modified to improve its function mapping

capability. Meanwhile, a data preprocessing process is proposed to cope the with large

amounts of data in the model training stage.

Chapter Four discusses the modified CPN (MCPN) model structure, and the input

variables used in the model. The data for calibration and validation are also described and

the criteria to judge model performance are discussed. Simulation of rainfall for three

different months in regions with geographical differences is used to show the model

adaptivity to the changing environment.

In Chapter Five, the MCPN model is used to estimate hourly rainfall rates. Three

specific periods of time with heavy rainfall rate are selected and simulated.

Chapter Six provides case studies of situations where only limited image rainfall rate

pixels are available for adaptively update the parameters of MCPN model. Both the monthly

and hourly rainfall are simulated under a different number of pixels involved in the on-line

update of the MCPN model.

Finally, in Chapter Seven, the conclusions of this research are given and directions

for future extensions of this work are suggested.
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CHAPTER 2

ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS (ANNs)

2.1 Introduction

Scientists studying biological neural networks inside the human brain have

discovered that networks have several important characteristics which enable human beings

to perform many functions. First, they are robust and fault-tolerant: the performance of the

brain does not change significantly if some of the neurons die. Second, the brain can deal

with information that is fuzzy and noisy such as handwriting, linguistic symbols, and partial

images. Third, the structures of biological neural networks are parallel, which enable much

faster rates of computation than general sequential structures. Finally, the human brain is

flexible and strongly adaptable to changing environments [Hertz et al, 1991; Lippmann,

1987]; the structure and function of neural systems are able to grow and change in response

to environmental conditions. This ability gives rise to the learning and self-organization

capabilities of animals that enable the species to avoid extinction.

In modeling a complex system, many different levels of difficulty may be involved

in design and decision making, such as complexity, nonlinearity, high dimensionality, and

uncertainty. Scientists have found that the functions of biological neural systems are

impressive and have suggested that the performance of mathematical and computer models

may be improved by employing design and control strategies, that have human

characteristics. Artificial neural networks have been designed with this purpose and are

found to be useful in many different fields.
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Since the 1950s, many ANN structures have been proposed and explored. The most

widely denoted and applied structures are: multi-layer feedforward neural networks

(MFNNs) [Rumelhart et al., 1986], self-organizing feature maps (SOFM) [Kohonen, 1982],

Hopfield networks [Hopfield, 1982], and counter-propagation networks (CPNs) [Hecht-

Nielsen, 1987b, 1988]. In this chapter, a few of the well known ANN architectures and their

training procedures are introduced.

The main body of this chapter is organized as follows. Sections 2.2 reviews

hydrological applications of ANN models. An outline of the biological bases for ANNs is

described in Section 2.3. That is followed by the presentation of three popular ANN models,

known as the MFNNs, SOFM, and CPNs in Sections 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6, respectively.

Concluding remarks regarding the type of ANN models implemented in this research are

provided in the final section.

2.2 Hydrological Application of Artificial Neural Networks

Since the late 1980s, ANN models have receive much attention and have been widely

applied to a variety of practical problems, including process control [Croall and Mason,

1991; Thomas and Wyner, 1992; Chen and Khalil, 1995], signal processing [Kosko, 1992],

pattern recognition [Paola and Schowengredt, 1995; Serpico and Roil, 1995; Yoshihisa et

al., 1995], time-series forecasting [Vemuri and Rogers, 1994], and modeling of chemical

processes [Bhat et al., 1990].

ANN applications in hydrological modeling and weather forecasting, however, are

relatively recent. Kang et al. (1993) applied four fixed structure MFNN models in daily and
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hourly streamflow forecasting. The Back-Propagation Algorithm (BPA) was used to train the

MFNN network weight matrix, and structures were fixed with a high amount of hidden

nodes. Problems on parameter and structure identification of MFNN models were not

mentioned. Hsu et al. (1995c) applied the MFNN in daily streamflow forecasting and

compared the performance of ANNs to the streamflow generated from the time-series

ARMA and Soil Moisture Accounting model in the National Weather Service Runoff

Forecasting System (NWSRFS-SMA). An automatic procedure for training the network

connection weights and identifying the network architecture was presented. The results show

that MFNNs models can out-perform other models in streamflow forecasting, with respect

to the forecast precision of the daily streamflow in those models.

In the rainfall estimation, French et al. (1992) applied MFNN models in time and

space rainfall forecasting. Ideal data were generated from a space-time mathematical rainfall

simulation model. Final results showed that MFNNs are capable of forecasting the complex

temporal and spatial distribution of rainfall.

In the remote sensing applications of MFNNs, Chang and Tsang (1992) used MFNNs

to model snow water equivalent (SWE) from multi-channel microwave brightness

temperatures (Tb). When a sufficient amount of training data are available, the ANN model

was able to obtain better results than a multiple regression model. Hsu et al. (1994a, b)

applied the MFNNs in the rainfall rate retrieval from multi-channel brightness temperatures

from the Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I) on the Defense Meteorological Satellite

Program (DMSP); the results show that the MFNNs are able to identify the rain/no-rain

patterns over the land; however, the rainfall rate estimation ability varies over surface types.
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Over the ocean, the estimation results are more reliable due to the low emissivity of the

ocean surface. Over the land, however, the emissivity varies as a function of vegetation

coverage; thereby complicating the rain cloud signals received by the satellite sensors.

Because polar orbiting satellites have only two sampling passes over a specific region each

day, these low sampling rates cause problems for precisely estimating the diurnal variations

in rainfall distribution and longer-term accumulated rainfall. Hsu et al. (1995a, b) applied

the SOFM model using the satellite infrared images from geostationary satellite data to

estimate the monthly accumulated rainfall. Their results showed that, by providing both the

satellite infrared and surface type images surrounding the target pixels, the monthly rainfall

amount was estimated within a certain accuracy. In estimating the hourly rainfall rate, the

simulation results were still far from satisfactory due to the spatial and temporal variation

and nonlinear relationship between satellite infrared signal and rainfall rate. Hsu et al. (1995

a, b) concluded that more precise functions for hourly rainfall estimation, and the adaptive

capability for the model in the changing environment are crucial for the success of short term

rainfall estimation.

2.3 Biological Neurons

The architectures of the ANNs are motivated by models of human brain and nerve

cells. Following the development of neuroscience, scientists started to investigate the most

complex structure in the known universe: the human brain. Only three to four pounds of

human brain, containing more than 100 billion neurons and trillions of interconnections, can

perform many fascinating tasks. Although the limit of the brain's processing power is still
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not well-known, it has been demonstrated that at least the recognition, learning, and control

abilities are excellent, and far better than any other machines can do. Although no two

neurons are identical in form, they all contain three distinct regions: the cell body, the

dendrites (inputs), and the axon (output). The basic elements of a neuron are shown in

Figure 2.1 [Stevens, 1979; Dayhoff, 1990]. The cell body, or soma, which contains the

nucleus of the neuron, provides the support functions and structure of a cell. The dendrites

provide the location where the neuron receives incoming signals from other cells. The axon,

which splits into thousands of branches from the cell body, provides the pathway where

signals can travel from the cell body to other parts of the brain and nervous system.

Information is transferred from one cell to the other cells at specialized interconnection

points, called synapses. A neuron may have 10,000 synapses. The interactions between

synapses and their junctions determine the incoming and generate outgoing signals to and

from a cell body.

Figure 2.1. The basic elements of a neuron.
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2.4 Multi-layer Feedforward Neural Networks (MFNNs)

2.4.1 Background

A feedforward ANN can have many layers. A typical three layer feedforward ANN

is shown in Figure 2.2. The front layer connecting with input variables is called the input

layer, and the last layer connecting to the output variables is called the output layer. Layers

between input and output layers are called hidden layers. There may be many hidden layers

in the ANN network. Nodes in each layer are called processing elements, or units. Each of

the processing elements has a number of internal connections with its neighbor layers. The

connecting parameters between processing elements are called weights. All connections are

feedforward, and there are no connections within a same layer or to layers other than

neighboring layers. Changing weights of an element will alter the behavior of the whole

network.

A processing element receives a number of input signals from various other elements,

and each input signal (x,), is assigned a relative weight (wii). The effective input (Si) to the

processing element is determined by the summation function that calculates the weighted

total from all input signals:

no

Si = E W ..X
 1 1

i =0

(2.1)

where x0 and w 	called bias input and bias weights, respectively. The weighted input

value, Si, is passed through a nonlinear activation function (a transfer function) to produce

an output value (yi) of the processing elements, for example:
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Figure 2.2. A three-layer feedword artificial neural network and its
processing element.
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Y. -
-1 	I + exp ( -Si)

A processing element is shown in Figure 2.2, and the nonlinear activation function is shown

in Figure 2.3. To qualify as a transfer function, a function needs to possess several

characteristics. It should be bounded, monotonic increasing, continuous, and differentiable

everywhere [Hecht-Nielsen, 1990]. The most popular sigmoid function in ANNs is the

logistic function, as shown in Equation 2.2.
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Figure 2.3. Sigmoidal logistic function.
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2.4.2 Function Approximation of Multi-layer Feedforward Neural Networks

A very powerful capability of multi-layer feedforward ANNs is their ability to serve

as "universal function approximators." An important universal function mapping theorem

was proposed by Kolmogorov (1957) and improved by Sprecher (1965) and Lorenz (1976).

Hecht-Nielsen (1987a) found that a three-layer feedforward ANN has the mapping structure

of the Kolmogorov's network, and the multi-variate function can be approximated by only

a finite number of hidden nodes in the hidden layer of a three-layer feedforward ANN

network. This is called "Kolmogorov's Mapping Neural Network Existence Theorem".

Although this finding was noteworthy, the continuous transfer functions in the hidden

and output nodes were not well-defined. More recent studies on Kolmogorov's theorem and

mapping capability of feedforward ANN networks [Funahashi, 1989; White, 1990; Blum and

Li, 1991; Ito, 1992; Daunicht, 1991; Takahashis, 1993] found that a three-layer feedforward

ANN with logistic transfer functions can implement this mapping function. Moreover, the

derivatives of the multi-variate function can also be approached by a multilayer feedforward

ANN [Hornik at al., 1990; Gallant and White, 1992].

From this series of findings, an alternative approach to modeling arbitrary unknown

functions was developed: multi-layer feedforward ANNs. Solid theoretical background on

ANNs has shown that ANNs can be a powerful tool in function mapping. In the modeling

of a real world system such as rainfall-runoff modeling, satellite image for rainfall rate

estimation, or weather forecasting, the structure of these models is difficult to define, because

the nonlinear behavior of the systems is, in general, not very well understood. A three-layer

feedforward ANN model may serve as an alternative to these complex system models.
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2.4.3 Training Multilayer Feedforward Neural Networks

The ability to learn is one of the most important characteristics of ANN models. A

learning process is used to modify weights in a network to obtain an adequate response of

inputs. A learning algorithm, in general, is used to select some typical inputs and their

relative outputs; then, optimization methods are used to search for the weights that best

match network outputs and targets. Among the learning algorithms proposed in recent years,

BPA [Rumelhart et al., 1986] is the most widely applied one. Details about BPA are listed

in Appendix A.

In the training of MFNNs, the error surface characteristically exhibits numerous local

minima and extensive regions with very little sensitivity to the weights. Further, the weight

space is typically of very high dimension. Optimization strategies based on gradient search,

such as the backpropagation algorithm (BPA), are generally sensitive to the initialization of

the weights and can suffer from poor speed of convergence [Haykin, 1994]. Figure 2.4

shows the initial training point and local minima. Enhancements such as the use of

momentum factors [Jacobs, 1988; Tollenaere, 1990], adaptive learning rates (e.g. Adaptive

Back Propagation Algorithm) [Vogl et al., 1988], second-order strategies (e.g., Second Order

Back Propagation Algorithm) [Parker, 1987; Battiti, 1992], and conjugate gradient strategies

(CG) [Charalambous, 1992] seem to provide only marginal improvements in training time

and do not resolve the problem of sensitivity to initialization. While stochastic optimization

methods, such as Simulated Annealing Algorithm (SAA) [Styblinski and Tang, 1990], can

elude local minima, the convergence speeds are still slow.
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Weight Space

Figure 2.4. Initial training point and local minimum.

In order to cope with the training problems of MFNNs, a more efficient and effective

algorithm, called Linear Least Square SIMplex (LLSSIM), has been proposed [Hsu et al.,

1995c, 1996]. The LLSSIM is a hybrid algorithm for training of three-layer feedforward

ANNs. The algorithm partitions the weight space to implement an optimal synthesis of two

training strategies. The input-hidden weights are estimated using a Multi-Start Downhill

Simplex (MSDS) non-linear optimization algorithm [Duan et al., 1992; 1993], while the

hidden-output weights are estimated using optimal linear least squares (LLS) [Scalero and

Tepedelenlioglu, 1992]. The partition allows the non-linear (input-hidden weight space) and

the linear (hidden-output weight space) portions of the search to be conducted separately in

reduced dimensional space, resulting in acceleration of the training process. The MSDS

provides effective and efficient global search characteristics due to its ability to elude local

minima. Testing on "synthetic" and "real-world" problems has shown that the performance
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of LLSSIM is significantly superior to that of the classical BPA, ABPA, and CG. Details of

the LLSSIM training algorithm are provided in Appendix B.

2.5 Self-Organizing Feature Map (SOFM)

2.5.1 Background

The Self-Organizing Feature Map (SOFM) is also known as the Kohonen network

[Kohonen, 1982; 1984]. Unlike the MFNNs, the SOFM is based on unsupervised learning,

using only the input vectors in the training process. When the SOFM is trained, the input

data is processed into a number of clusters, which are organized into a one- or two-

dimensional discrete map which preserves topological order. This type of network has two

layers: the first layer is the input layer and the second layer is called the competitive layer.

These two layers are fully connected. A simple configuration of the self-organizing feature

map is illustrated in Figure 2.5.

2.5.2 Training a Self-Organizing Feature Map

The process of training on SOFM consists of presenting pattern vectors one by one

from the training set to the network. Upon excitation with an external input, not only the

local responding node, but a whole neighborhood around the winning node, will learn to

improve their responses to this input pattern. As presented in Figure 2.6, the size of the

neighborhood is slowly decreased with each iteration. This kind of architecture and learning

will produce a network which automatically learns to recognize the main topological features

of the distribution and ordering of a collection of input patterns.
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Figure 2.5. Configuration of a two-dimensional
Self-Organizing Feature Map (SOFM).
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The input vector is denoted as x = [x l (p), x2(p),	 x „o(p)f, and the synaptic weight

vector of neuron j is denoted by wi = r ••• ,	 j=1,2,••9111, where n, is the number

of neurons in the output layer. A more detail description of the training procedure is

provided below:

Step I: Initialization: 

Start with randomly generated values for connection weights, w(0),

j=1,2,...,n 1 . These weights are kept small (e.g. [0,1]).

Step 2: Normalization of Input Vector: 

Normalize the input vector in each input dimension such that they have the

same scale:

x i(p) - min(x i)
Nx i(p) -  	 where i = 1,...,n0

max(x i) - min(x i ) (2.3)

where the max(x 1 ) is the maximum value of input variable x, and min(x) is

the minimum value of input variable x,. The normalized input vector is

denoted as: Nx(p) = [Nx l (p), Nx 2(p), Nx„o(p)f.

Step 3: Similarity Calculation: 

Use the Euclidean distance to calculate the distance between the normalized

input vector and the connected weights to each of the SOFM output node j:

no

d.
j

 = [E (Nx i(p)_w..) 2-0 12 (2.4)
 t=



Step 4: Competition: 

To best match the input vector Nx with the synaptic weight vector w i , select

the neuron with minimum distance between the weight vector and normalized

input vector:

d, = min(di),	 j = 1,...,n 1

Step 5: Adaptation: 

Weight updates associated with all neurons in the neighborhood of the

winning neuron are as follows:

w(t) = wi(t-1) + ri(t)[Nxi(p) - wi(t-1)]	 if jeA c to
w(t) = w(t)	 otherwise

where t is the current training iteration;

ri(t) is a small positive learning rate, 0 <	 < 1; and

Ac(t) defines a set of neighborhood neurons around the winning neuron, I.

Step 6: Adjust the learning rate, ri(t) and the neighborhood size. Aca._

Decrease the learning rate and the size of training neighborhood.

Step 7: Presentation of new pattern and continue from Step 2: 

If there is no new pattern or the synaptic weight vector is fixed, the training

is complete.
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(2.5)

(2.6)

The learning rate, ri(t), is assigned a relatively large initial value, 11(0) (e.g., 0.2-0.5)

and then is gradually decreased the training progresses. Several different types of learning
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rate functions have been reported, such as the exponential decay function and the linear

decay function. For simplicity, a linear decay function for the adaption of the learning rate

is specified below [Dayhoff, 1990]:

TKO = r1 0 [1.0--
t	

(2.7)

where T is a preset total number of training iterations.

At each learning step, all the neurons within A c(t) are updated; neurons outside of

Ac(t) are left intact. The width of A kt) is variable with respect to the training iteration; A CO

is allowed to be very wide in the beginning, and is shrunk monotonically. Three different

shapes of weight adaption functions around the winning output nodes are often mentioned

[Kohonen, 1984]; (1) Mexican hat function, (2) Stovepipe hat function, and (3) Chef hat

function. These three type of functions are shown in Figure 2.7. Here, the Chef hat function

is selected. The value of Ac(t) is assigned below [Dayhoff, 1990];

A(t), = A0 (1.0 - 17-,-)
	

(2.8)

where Ao is the initial value of Ac(t).

2.6 CounterPropagation Neural Networks (CPNs)

2.6.1 Background

The counterpropagation network (CPN), designed by Hecht-Nielsen [1987b; 1988;

and 1990] is a hybrid three-layered network combining two basic networks together:



-
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Figure 2.7. Three types of adaption functions.
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Kohonen self-organization feature maps (SOFM) [Kohonen, 1982] and Grossberg linear

networks [Grossberg 1969; 1971]. The SOFM has competitive units operating under

unsupervised learning in the input-hidden layer. The Grossberg linear layer is a supervised

learning layer, with the units between the hidden and output layers being fully conected and

uses the Widrow-Hoff learning rule [Widrow and Hoff, 1960] in network training. The

structure of a feedforward CPN is depicted in Figure 2.8. Compared to the MFNNs, the CPN

requires significantly less training time and is therefore more suitable for situations that

involve a large amount of data in training.

As shown in Figure 2.8, x=[x 1 , x 2 , ] denotes the input vector which is

normalized in [0,1]; y=[yv1 , 2 , •••9 Y nl] is the hidden output; and z=[z I , z 2, ] is the

network output. The wj , denotes the weight connecting from input node i to hidden node j;

vkj indicates the weight connecting from hidden node j to output node k. The hidden layer

performs the distance calculation of input vector and input-hidden connection weights as

follows: the competition occurs in the hidden layer, which assigns a single node that has

minimum distance d c between the inputs and input-hidden connection weights of hidden

no
r E (xi _ wii)2]0.5

L 
i= I

node j as the winner. That is:

where j=1,	 n 1 	(2.9)

d = min (d), where j =	 n	 (2.10)
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Figure 2.8. Feedforward CounterPropagation Networks (CPNs).
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After the competition, the winner takes over all outputs in the hidden layer. The output from

the hidden layer associated with the winning node, lc , is assigned yc=1.0, and yi=0 are placed

to all j other than I. yi is listed below:

yi = 1.0,	 if j =
yj = 0,	 otherwise (2.11)

The output at the output layer is computed from the weighted summation of the hidden node

outputs y3. Because only j=1, is activated in the hidden layer, zk is then simply equal to vk,

in the calculation.:

zk = Evki yi = vki,	 if j =

zk = 0 ,	 otherwise
(2.12)

The training procedure for CPNs is also performed separately in two stages: the SOFM layer

and Grossberg linear layer training; they are discussed in later sections.

2.6.2 Training CounterPropagation Networks

Training of CPNs is separated into two stages. The first stage is an unsupervised

training procedure for training the SOFM. When the feature map is well-developed so that

the input patterns are well-categorized into the nodes on the Kohonen layer, the first training

stage is completed. At the first training stage, the hidden-output weights are not included in

the training process. The second stage is a supervised training procedure. At this stage, the

training specifies to the hidden-output Grossberg linear layer only. Weights in the input-
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hidden Kohonen layer are set to constants as determined by the final trained weights of the

first training stage. The hidden-output weights can be identified from sequential training

modes using the Widrow-Hoff learning rule [VVidrow and Hoff, 1960]. Training connection

weights in the Kohonen layer were described in the previous section. Next, training network

weights in the Grossberg layer will be discussed.

2.6.3 Training the Grossberg Layer

It is relatively simple to train the linear weights in the Grossberg layer. A sequential

training mode moves the Grossberg connection weights to minimizes the matching error

between CPN generated pattern and output pattern. The current output target pattern is [t l [p],

t2[p], t n2 [p]], where n 2 is the number of output nodes on the Grossberg layer. The

matching error of the output is defined below:

n2

F[v] = E [t (p) - z k(p)1 2
k =1
n2

= E [t (p) - v i y (p)] 2
k

k =I

(2.13)

The weight update is taken from the negative gradient direction of matching error associated

with the update weight, vki , as shown below:

aF[y] 
Avki - - avk

j= - [tk(P) - vki Y,(P)].Y.P)
(2.14)

Adaptation of the weight v kj follows the Widrow-Hoff learning rule:
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new	 oldV ki = V ki 	P [t (p) - zk(p)]yi(p)	 if j =
new	 old

Vkj = Vkj 	otherwise
(2.15)

In Equation (2.15), the learning step size, p, is between 0 and 1. The value of y(p) is

dependent on the competition of SOFM layer. It is assigned a value of 1.0 in the winner

node, L, which has minimum distance between inputs, x, and SOFM connection weight, w.

The value of y(p) is 0.0 in all nodes other than the winner node. As a result, in Equation

2.15, only the weights at j=Ic are adjusted; other weights remain the same.

Figure 2.9 shows a lookup table formed by the CPN. The function mapping of the

CPN proceeds to find the SOFM node, Ili , which has the closest matching distance between

input vector, x, and SOFM weights, w. Then the Grossberg Layer output weights, v, are

selected, which represent the mean value of output mapping functions for input values

clustered in the ni node of SOFM layer.

Another type of CPN, called bidirectional counterpropagation networks, is also

proposed by Hecht-Nielsen (1987), as shown in Figure 2.10. The function for bidirectional

CPN is used to reconstruct the input and output signals in the same time from a set of input

signal. This type of network is trained by providing both (x, z) in the inputs and by putting

the same (x, z) vector as their responses on the output layer. The training procedure for the

bidirectional CPN is the same as described in the feedforward CPN. If the training is

successful, the bidirectional CPN will be able to produce a pair of (x', z') which is very close

to (x, z). The idea here is that, if the forward mapping, z = f(x) and its inverse mapping,

X = f Az), exist, they can both be handled by one network structure. Therefore, by giving any
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Figure 2.9. A lookup table formed from CounterPropagation
Networks to obtain output value.
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Figure 2.10. Bidirectional CounterPropagation Networks.
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either x or z to the bidirectional CPN, both (x', z'), which are very close to (x, z), can be

obtained at the same time.

2.7 Discussion

In a comparison between the CPN and MFNN, both advantages and disadvantages

can be identified. From the function approximation point of view, the MFNN outperforms

the CPN in its nonlinear mapping capability. Although the CPN also has the potential to

approximate a continuous nonlinear function to within a certain accuracy, the number of

processing elements in the SOFM is expected to have many more nodes than the MFNN's

hidden nodes. However, the CPNs may have more than one hundred times lower training

cost than MFNNs, in terms of the training time and complexity in finding optimal connection

weights. This property of the CPN is particularly important for this study because a large

amount of satellite data from the GOES images and rainfall rate images are to be used in the

ANN model for the model calibration. For example, the number of data pairs can exceed

2,000,000 for a 0.25° x 0.25 0 Lat-Lon (latitude x longitude) computation scale 15 days of

hourly data, and a study area with a size of 20° x 20° Lat-Lon. Such conditions make it

impossible to use MFNNs, due to the above training cost consideration. As we shall discuss

later (section 4.7), another capability possessed by the CPN is that the relationship between

the inputs and outputs can be explained visually from the training results of the topological

feature map of weights on the SOFM layer and the output weights on the Grossberg liner

layer. For these reasons, the feedforward CPN is selected for the later applications

demonstrated in this study.
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Several modifications in the network structure and data processing of CPNs have

been explored, with a view to improve their function approximation capability and expedite

the training speed. Details of the modifications in CPNs will be described in the next

chapter.
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CHAPTER 3

MODIFICATION OF THE COUNTERPROPAGATION NEURAL NETWORK

3.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, CPNs were selected as an appropriate method for rainfall

rate estimation from satellite imagery, due to their simple structure and their ability to cope

with large amounts of data. In a CPN, the relationship between the weights in the Grossberg

layer and the output variables is linear. Therefore, by applying linear least square (LLS)

estimation, the optimal weights of Grossberg layer can be determined. Meanwhile, the

Widrow-Hoff learning rule (2.15) is applied when CPNs are used to on-line training.

Although CPNs are better able to manage large amount of data than MFNNs, their

function approximation abilities are not as good. Because the outputs of CPNs are

determined only by the weight on the Grossberg layer at the SOFM winner node, the output

amounts to a value in a look-up table composed of the weights of the Grossberg layer (see

Figure 2.9). The mapping between input and output variables becomes a series of

discontinuous values denoted by the weights of the Grossberg layer node related to the

SOFM layer winning node.

In this chapter, the network structure and functionalities of the CPN are modified to

improve its function approximation performance. Meanwhile, methods for pre-processing

the large amounts of data to be used for training are also discussed.

The content of this chapter is as follows: In Section 3.2, several considerations for

improving the CPN's capability in function approximation are addressed. Section 3.3
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provides suggestions for processing the large number of data in order to improve the training

process. In Section 3.4, an example of the modified CPN's training and data processing is

given. Finally, this chapter concludes with Section 3.5, which presents suggestions of the

modified CPN model to use in our application in subsequent chapters.

3.2 Modification of CounterPropagation Networks (MCPN) for Function Approximation

To improve the function approximation capability of the CPN, several modifications

may be considered. As shown in Figure 2.8, in the first step of a feedforward CPN, only the

winner node, which has the shortest distance between its connection weights and input

pattern, is selected. To estimate the CPNs' output, only one output of SOFM winner node

is used. The winner node is assigned a value of 1.0, and the outputs of other SOFM nodes

are assigned a value of 0.0. Therefore, from Equation 2.12, the CPN's output is the value

of the connection weight between the winner SOFM node and the output node of the

Grossberg layer. This weight value, v ki , represents the mean value of z associated with x

values that activate on yj • This relationship reveals that a continuous function mapping,

z = f(x), from input space, x, to output space, z, can only be represented as n i discrete points,

zk, from k=1,...,n 1 . As f(x) is a continuous function, the number of nodes, n i , of the SOFM

layer must be increased to improve the function approximation accuracy.

As can be seen in Figure 3.1, if the same SOFM hidden node is triggered by two

slightly different input patterns, the outputs from the Grossberg layer will show no

difference. In order to distinguish two different inputs that have selected the same SOFM

node, winning SOFM node triggered by those two input patterns must be shown to have
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Figure 3.1. Discretization of input-output function from SOFM.
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different output values. One way to show that difference is to assign the SOFM output value,

yj , which is a variable of the distance between input pattern and its connection weights as d,

shown below:

y. = 1 - d. if j E

yi = 0, otherwise

The number of SOFM outputs must be kept greater than or equal to the input dimension so

that the input data are uniquely perserved. To meet to this requirement, Equation 3.1

requires slight modification. As can be seen in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3, an activation range

of neighborhood node, Q, surrounding the winner node on the SOFM layer is assigned.

Values are assigned to the SOFM outputs inside Q as shown in Equation 3.2:

y. = I - d.	 if j E Q, Q centers at I,

= 0,	 otherwise (3.2)

Here, the size of Q assigned with a number of nodes inside Q is greater than the input

dimensions. On the Grossberg layer, the output values, zk , are estimated from the weighted

summation of the outputs from SOFM layer, yj. The number of nodes on the Grossberg layer

is defined to be equal to the number of nodes in the SOFM layer. Meanwhile, only one node

on the Grossberg layer is selected to present the output target; this selected node is associated

with the location of the winner node, I, in the SOFM layer. This selected output node on the

Grossberg layer is only connected to those nodes inside the Q in the SOFM layer. Hence,

the CPN output, zk , can be represented as follows:

(3.1)
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Figure 3.2. Output of MCPN produced by the SOFM winner
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Zk =Evkj yj

zk =e

if jeS2 A k=1,

otherwise
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(3.3)

From Equation 3.3, each node in SOFM forms a small cluster; inside the cluster, a linear

interpolation of input-output variables is calculated by the weighted combination of SOFM

outputs within the range of Q. Figure 3.2 presents the relationship between the outputs of

SOFM and the output of the Grossberg layer. Figure 3.3 gives the size activation range, 0,

in zk computation. The larger the size of 0, the higher the number of nodes on the SOFM

layer used in computation.

The connection weights of the Grossberg linear layer are trained either by using

sequential training or batch training. Sequential training is listed below:

new	 old
	=  v,	 P [t (p)	 Z k(P)b) i(P) 	 if jeg-2 A k=I,

new	 old
V ki 	Vki	 otherwise

(3.4)

Batch training mode sends all the training data to the MCPN model at one time. Each of the

patterns x(p), triggers a winnng node, I k, in the SOFM layer and produces a range of SOFM

output, yj , in the nodes inside Q. From Equation 3.3, the relationship between z k and yj is

linear; therefore, the weights of the Grossberg linear layer, v ki, can simply be calculated by

linear least square (LLS). An objective function F k is defined as follows:

1	 ink
F k =	 ( t k(P) Z k(P))2 (3.5)
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In Equation 3.5, t k(p) and z k (p) are the target and model output for the pattern p to the

Grossberg output node k, respectively. The total number of patterns located on the SOFM

node k is m k . Since the targets t k(p) are linear in the hidden-output weights, v ki , the optimal

weights of Grossberg layer can be estimated by setting the derivative of function F k , related

to the weights of the Grossberg layer's weights to zero:

- E (t k(p) - z k(p))yi(p) = 0
P= 1

(3.6)

Equation 3.6 can be rewritten as:

aFk

aV kj

m.

E t k(p)y i(p
P=1

M k

= E E v h(p)y (p)
p=1 he(2

k
(3.7)

= E Y.,(P) E YO)Vidi
p=1

Define:

mA

Rh " E '(P) ) h(P)
P= 1

mk

E tk(P)Y,(P)
p= 1

The weights of Grossberg layer, vk, can be found by solving the matrix equation:

Vk = [R] -1 [Q]

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.10)

where Vk = [Vki, Vk2, •••, Vkh, h E Of.
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The tk(p) is the target value associated with the input x(p). Only the weights on the

Grossberg layer inside the and k.I, are adjusted; other weights remain intact.

3.3 Improvement of Training Performance by Data Preprocessing

When training the SOFM, the training results are highly related to the data

distribution in the input space. Regions with higher probability density in the input space are

mapped to a larger number of SOFM nodes. As a result, on the output nodes of the

Grossberg layer, a higher number of nodes are related to those higher resolution input data.

Similarly, for regions with lower probability density, fewer SOFM nodes are assigned after

training; likewise, the function mapping between these low probability density input data

regions and their output values are less precise. The relationship between input distribution

and training SOFM weights is listed in Appendix D. In this application, a large amount of

satellite data are involved, but in each hourly sampling image, only a small portion of data

is covered by the rain cloud. Most of the data used in SOFM training are therefore associated

with the clear sky samples, which unfortunately results in most of the SOFM nodes being

used to explain those no-rain images. Similarly, because of the lower number of cloudy sky

samples in the SOFM training, a smaller number of SOFM nodes are used to explain the

rainfall event images. The function relationship between the heavy rainfall and its cloudy

images will be less accurate.

The purpose of this study is to estimate the rainfall rate from the cloudy sky images.

In order to increase the calculation precision for rainfall rate images, the redundant

information inside the no-rain images must be reduced, and the heavy rainfall images must
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be enhanced in the training process. Furthermore, if all these data are used in training, the

cost to train the SOFM weights will be very high. A certain level of data preprocessing is

essential to increase the mapping accuracy and reduce the training cost. Two different

approaches of data preprocessing are suggested: (1) generate a new set of training data from

a uniform distribution of the feasible range of input variables, and (2) filter the input

variables into a small number of data.

3.3.1 Resampling

The data in the input space must all be valued equally, as there is no way to determine

which portions will be more, or less, important to the calculation of rainfall (this depends

on the function relationships of data in between the input and output spaces); One simple

way to reduce the number of data is to generate uniformly distributed data which covers the

feasible range of input variables in each dimension. For input variables, x = [x l , x 2 , ..., xo],

the joint uniform probability density function, g(x), is shown below:

g(x 1 ,x2,..., x0)
1_ 	   

(x 111  X 1L)(X2H— X 2L) • • • (Xn0H — XnOL)  

where x iL � xi -� X IH

X2L � X2 � X2H
(3.11)     

g(x 1 , x2,. ..,x0) = 0
X < X < XnOL — nO — nOH

otherwise
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The values XL and x,H are the lower and upper bounds of the variable x •, i=l ,2,	 n 0 ,

respectively. For Equation 3.11, the upper bound and lower bound of each variable from the

data must be found. Then a certain number of points can be generated from that distribution.

For example, consider 1R brightness temperature (Tb) and the standard deviation of

brightness temperature (SDTb) covering the centroid calculated pixel and its immediate

neighboring pixels. The probability distribution, g(Tb, SDTb), of Tb and SDTb is shown

below:

g(Tb,SDTb) -
(Tb H -Tb d (SDTb H -SDTb L)

if Tb L � Tb � Tb H
SDTb L � SDTb SDTb H

g(Tb,SDTb) = 0	 otherwise

1

(3.12)

Those upper and lower bounds of each variable can be found either from the provided data

or from the inference of the physical limitation of a variable. In Equation 3.12, the TbL (e.g.,

200 °K) and Tb H (e.g., 300 °K) are the lower bound and upper bound of 1R brightness

temperature respectively; the SDTb i, (e.g. 0°K) and SDTBH (e.g. 30°K) are the lower and

upper bounds of SDTb. Figure 3.4a shows 1000 points randomly generated from Equation

3.12.

The proposed data processing method is effective in reducing the number of data

involved in training the weights of the SOFM layer. However, because the bound of each

variable is selected separately, as shown in Figure 3.4b, the result is that part of the generated

data are not included in the feasible range of both variables. When applying the generated

data to train the weights on the SOFM layer, part of the nodes on the SOFM layer will be
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used to explain the data which are not inside the feasible coverage of all variables. Because

no data in real cases will use these infeasible SOFM nodes, the weights of the Grossberg

layer connect to these winner nodes on the SOFM layer will never be trained. In other

words, part of the SOFM nodes will be wasted in application. Therefore, in order to make

use of every possible node on the SOFM layer, an alternative approach is proposed.

3.3.2 Filtering and Regularization

The goal of this approach is to prevent overlapping information in the input data,

while also limiting the training data to a managable amount. To start, predefined regular

grids are defined from all input variables. Each variable is separated into numbers of equally

spaced grids, and the grid center is used to represent all the data located in each grid. By

passing all the training data through those grids, grids with at least one data counted are

preserved; grids with no data in them are discarded. All the selected grid center data are then

placed to train the connection weights in the SOFM layer.

An example of data processing is provided in Figure 3.5. Figure 3.5a shows the data

distribution between Tb and SDTb. A regular grid is applied, shown in Figure 3.5b, with

nine separations in each variable. Finally, in Figure 3.5c, only the center of each grid is

selected as the representative for training the connection weights on the SOFM layer.

The MCPN model has been separated into two training stages. In the first stage, after

the training data from above data filtering process have been selected, the connection weights

of the SOFM layer are trained. When the weights of SOFM have reached stable states, the
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weights are fixed. In the second stage, all the data are used. By using either Equation 3.4

or 3.10, the weights on the Grossberg layer can be found.

3.4 Illustrative Examples

This section presents case studies that are related to the (1) SOFM layer training, (2)

Grossberg layer training, and (3) the effectiveness of the data filtering process. In these

examples, synthetic data are used to show the effectivness of the CPN modifications.

In this example, as shown in Figure 3.6, a Mexican hat function of input-output

relationship is given as an approximation. The function relationship z = f(x l , x 2) is described

below:

sin(Vx2 +,2)

z -
4 2 +y 2

where -10 ^x ^ 10

-10 ^y ^ 10

(3.13)

The x l and x 2 are normalized variables in the range of [0,1] from x and y. The transformation

between (x, y) and (x l , x 2) is defined as:

Xi = x + 0.5
20 

x2 
= .' + 0.5

20

(3.14)

To approximate this z = f(x l , x 2) function, a MCPN model is designed with two input nodes

connecting to the input variables ( x l and x2), an 8 x 8 node on the SOFM layer, and 8 x 8

output nodes on the Grossberg layer to represent one output variable z.
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Figure 3.6. A Mexican hat function for function approximation.
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3.4.1. SOFM Training

The inputs and SOFM layer are shown in Figure 3.7a. As presented in Figure 3.7b,

1000 input patterns are randomly generated from a uniform distribution for the two variables

x, E [0,1] and x 2 E [0, 1]. For SOFM connection weights, the w denotes the connection

from variable x 1 to the SOFM node j. Their initial values (wit , Wj2) are randomly assigned

in the range of [0.4, 0.6], shown in Figure 3.8a. The values (w il , w j2) show the connection

weights for variables x 1 and x 2 to the SOFM node j. In Figure 3.8a, a line connects these

two points (w „, w a) and (w k , W k2 ) to show that node i and k are adjacent nodes on the

SOFM layer, as shown in Figure 3.8b. All the adjacent nodes will be connected during the

training process to show the evolution stages of network weights.

The initial learning rate, n o, is assigned a value of 0.5, and the initial training

neighborhood, Ao, is assigned a value of 4. The total number of iterations is assigned to be

500 in this case study. The learning rate and training neighbors follow Equations 2.7 and 2.8

and are plotted in Figures 3.9a and 3.9b, respectively. Figures 3.10a-3.10h illustrate the

evolution stage of SOFM connection weights. Figure 3.10a shows the initial stage. All the

initial connection weights are set in a small range at the center. Figures 3.10b, 3.10c, and

3.10d show the connection weights after 10, 50, and 100 iterations respectively. The

connection weights are extended and the order is formed gradually. After 200 to 300

iterations, the topological order is formed continuously. The weights become more orderly

and uniformly spread in the weight space after 400 iterations (Figure 3.10g), although the

outer boundary is still not well-extended. After 500 iterations ( Figure 3.10h), the connection
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weights have nearly uniformly extended in the weight space, and the training procedure is

complete.

After connection weights of the SOFM layer have trained completely, each node on

the SOFM layer (Figure 3.10h) indicates a cluster center of a group of input training data.

The neighboring nodes on the SOFM layer show clusters with similar properties in the input

space.

3.4.2 Grossberg Layer Training

After the weights of the SOFM layer have been trained, the connection weights of the

Grossberg layer can be found by applying Equation 3.10. The input data must be classified

into a number of groups on the nodes of the SOFM layer, with a certain number of input data

clustered into each node. From linear least square estimation, the optimal weights on the

Grossberg layer can be found.

Figures 3.11a-3.11e present the performance of the Mexican hat function

approximation based on different sizes of neighborhood (00, 0 1 , and 0 2; see Figure 3.3) used

in the calculation. Figures 3.11a, 3.11c, and 3.11e are the corresponding results, and Figures

3.11b, 3.11d, and 3.11f are the matching error and their root mean square error (RMSE) for

the different sizes of 0 in SOFM nodes. For the 00 case, only the winner node in the SOFM

layer was used to estimate the output function. It presents a stepwise function for its

approximation, and its RMSE (0.09393) was much higher than the other cases. When 0

increased to 0,, a size of 3x3 SOFM nodes around the winner node was used to estimate the

output value. The output had a much better fit to the observed data. As shown in Figure
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3.11d, the matching error surface was less than the matching error from the Qo case. The

RMSE was also decreased to 0.03508 in this case. When Q increased to 02 , 5x5 nodes

surrounding the winner nodes on the SOFM layer are used to estimate the CPN output. The

matching error (Figure 3.110, shows that the value of the RMSE in the 02 case

(RMSE=0.0356) is similar to the Q, case (RMSE=0.03508). As there were only two input

variables, the outputs of the nine-dimensional SOFM nodes (0 1 ) in this case represent the

data in this two-dimensional input data space. The increase in size of the neighboring

nodes does not show any significant importance in this condition. Therefore, the RMSE does

not improve from case 0 1 to Q2.

3.4.3 Data Preprocessing

In this section, the data preprocessing method of Section 3.3 will be used to obtain

simulation results. The input and output function is again presented by the Mexican hat

function shown in Figure 3.6. However, the input data are designed to only partially cover

the entire range of [0, 1]. Figure 3.12a displays the coverage of a set of generated data and

its distribution in the two-dimensional input space. The range of data coverage is shown as

follows:

	x I - x2 -<	 0 ' 3
X - X > -0.31	 2 -

	x 1 ^ 	 0.0

	

X2 .̂ 	 0.0

(3.15)
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On the left bottom corner of Figure 3.12a, high-density, uniformly distributed data are

generated to show their effect on the training results of the weights on the SOFM layer. This

set of data, as shown in Figure 3.12a, is assumed to be the original data. Figure 3.12b shows

a set of 1200 randomly generated, uniformly distributed data from the range of x l E [0, 1] and

X 2 G [0,1]. Figure 3.12e presents the filtered data from Figure 3.12a using 0.025 separations

in each input dimension. The number of data in Figure 3.12a is 2030; after processing

(Figure 3.12c), the number of data is reduced to 612. The data on the left bottom corner of

Figure 3.12a, with overlapped information are shown filtered in Figure 3.12e.

Training results of connection weights on the SOFM layer are illustrated in Figures

3.13a, 3.13b, and 3.13e. Figure 3.13a shows the connection weights on SOFM nodes from

the data set of Figure 3.12a. Because the data density is higher on the left bottom corner,

there is a higher number of SOFM nodes used to explain that specific data region. Therefore,

the precision of input-output relationship in this high data density region is greater.

However, because the number of nodes on the SOFM layer is fixed, the precision for the

other region in estimating the output is lower. Figure 3.13b shows the training results of

connection weights on the nodes of the SOFM layer from the uniformly distributed data

shown in Figure 3.12b. Because the data is uniformly distributed, the SOFM nodes are also

uniformly extended on the entire [0, 1] weight space. In this case, a certain number of

weights on the SOFM nodes are outside the range of input data (see Equation 3.15); as a

result, those nodes will never be used to estimate the output value. Only the nodes with

SOFM weights inside the range of coverage in Equation 3.15 are used. Figure 3.13e shows

the weights on SOFM nodes from the filtered data presented in Figure 3.12e. From the
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Figure 3.13. The SOFM training results from data shown in
(a) Figure 3.12a, (b) Figure 3.12b, and (c) Figure 3.12c.
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distribution of connection weights on the SOFM nodes, the SOFM nodes are better arranged

over the data coverage area than in the previous two cases.

The simulation results from the above three cases with neighborhood size 00 are

shown in Figures 3.14a - 3.14f. Figures 3.14a, 3.14c, and 3.14e give the matching results,

and Figures 3.14b, 3.14d, and 3.14f gives the matching error and their RMSEs. The error

with data filtering is lower than the other cases, indicating data filtering is the best method

for reduceing the number of data points. The RMSEs are 0.1036 for the original data, 0.1161

for the generated data, and 0.0845 for the filtered data. The simulation results from the size

of neighboring nodes 0, are illustrated in Figure 3.15a-3.15f. Again, the results with filtered

data (Figures 3.15e and 3.15f) are much more closer matched than the others. The RMSEs

are 0.04706 for the case from original data, 0.04248 from the generated data with uniform

distribution, and 0.03814 from the filtered data.

3.5 Discussion

In this chapter, a modification to the CPN modeling procedure and a data

prepocessing method were discussed with the objective of improving the function

approximation capability of CPN and reducing the training cost. The characteristics of the

modified CPNs are summarized as follows:

(1) For the SOFM nodes selected for estimating the output value, the function yj

= (1-d) was used rather than the constant value 1.0.

(2) A window Q is used to include nodes around the winner node to calculate the

output function. This is useful for input data with high dimensions. The size
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of 0 is selected such that the number of included nodes is greater than or

equal to the dimension of the input data.

(3) The number of nodes on the Grossberg layer are assigned the same number

of nodes as the SOFM layer, and all these nodes on the Grossberg layer are

used to represent one output variable. From this setting, the model is

separated into many different subgroups. The mapping from the subgroup

inputs to the subgroup outputs acts independently. This management will be

useful when applied to rainfall rate estimation. When the weights of the

Grossberg layer are periodically updated, that the update is manifested only

locally, according to where the input data are clustered on the nodes of SOFM

layer. For example, for the high infrared brightness, it is preferable to update

the Grossberg weights only on the clusters with lower rainfall rates or clear

sky non-rain subgroups. Hence, the heavy rainfall subgroups will not be

affected by the appearance of the lower rainfall or no-rain pattern.

Because the weights on the SOFM layer are closely related to the probability

distribution of input data, a higher number of SOFM nodes will be related to higher

probability density values in the input data. In this application, the satellite image data with

no-rain or less rainfall cover most of the training data; if all those data are taken for training,

the results for the function mapping in no-rain will certainly be filled in the majority of the

SOFM nodes. The result is that the function mapping between the infrared patterns
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associated with rainfall rate will be less precise. By applying the data filtering process, the

overlapped information will be eliminated. As a result, the rainy patterns are emphasized.

The modified CPNs possess another important property that is useful for the later

application. The whole estimation procedure is separated into two stages. In the first stage,

all the input data are clustered into numbers of clusters (shown as nodes on the SOFM layer);

in the second stage, a linear mapping is carried from each cluster to its output. The

connection weights on the SOFM layer have no relationship to the output variables at the

first unsupervised training stage. If the input-output relationships are changing tempotally

and spatially, the weights in the SOFM layer may still be fixed. That is, the clustering

properties from input data remain the same, and the spatial and temporal changes of mapping

relationship between input and output variables only affect the Grossberg layer. This

simplifies the training procedure when the MCPN model is used to update its behavior from

observable data. Applications of the MCPN to rainfall rate estimation will be discussed in

the following chapters.
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CHAPTER 4

ESTIMATION OF MONTHLY RAINFALL

4.1 Introduction

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the modified CPN (MCPN) model has

improved capability in function approximation and data handling. This chapter describes

how the MCPN model is applied to rainfall rate estimation using satellite infrared imagery.

In monthly rainfall accumulation, the MCPN model is calibrated using a 15-day period of

data and then tested on three separate months (June-JPN, July/August-JPN, and January-FL).

The MCPN model is implemented in two different situations. First, it is applied to these

cases without any adjustment of the calibrated MCPN model weights (parameters). Next,

the weights on the Grossberg layer are recursively adjusted using the ground radar composite

rainfall rate. The simulated results are compared to the GPI method.

This chapter is organized as follows: In Section 4.2, the advantages of MCPN

applied to rainfall rate estimation from satellite infrared imagery are discussed. Section 4.3

describes the data used for the calibration and validation. Section 4.4 presents the input and

output variables and the MCPN model structure used in this study. The data processing is

illustrated in Section 4.5. Section 4.6 describes the statistics used to evaluate the model

performance. In Section 4.7, the training of the MCPN model (including SOFM and

Grossberg layers) is described. Section 4.8 presents the monthly data validation; both fixed

and updated weights for three different months are provided. Finally, Section 4.9

summarizes the results of this chapter.
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4.2 Advantages of MCPN in Rainfall Rate Estimation

Incorporation of additional features into the MCPN model can be expected to produce

better simulations than the general approach, such as the GPI method. From previous

investigations, the JR temperature and rainfall rate relationships have been determined to be

nonlinear, and to vary spatially and temporally. To improve the rainfall rate estimation from

JR imagery, therefore, nonlinearity and the ability to update model behavior from limited

ground truth data are essential. Important features that are inherent in MCPN include:

(1) A piecewise linear function is applied to link the input and output variables.

An accurate function relationship between the input-output variables

is essential to the short-term rainfall rate estimation. With the GPI approach,

for example, the IR brightness temperature and rainfall rate are partitioned

into two sections (Figure 4.1a). Those pixels with an IR temperature lower

than 235 °K are assigned a 3 mm/hr rainfall rate. The method has been

successful when applied to the estimation of monthly accumulated rainfall

over tropical. Over the long-term, the GPI method does reproduce the

statistical properties of the rainfall distribution of the study area. However,

for the short-term, because the method has only two options (3 or 0 mm/hr),

precise rainfall rate estimation on an hourly basis is not feasible, especially

in the case of high resolution and high rainfall rate (greater than 3 mm/hr).

If a more precise function is applied to the IR brightness temperature and

rainfall rate relationship, improved simulation results from both long-term

and short-term may be obtained.
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For example, in Figure 4.1b, the JR temperature is separated into 8

groups, and the rainfall rate is assigned to each group center as the group

averaged rainfall rate. Meanwhile, a linear interpolation of rainfall rate is

applied to the JR temperatures between groups. When the number of groups

increases, the nonlinear function can be more smoothly approached. Hence,

the temporal lR temperatures and rainfall rates can be simulated more

accurately.

Similar to the above settings, in the MCPN modeling approach, the

input variables in the first level are clustered into numbers of groups (nodes)

in the SOFM layer; then a linear function is applied to estimate rainfall rate

from each SOFM group. When the number of nodes on the SOFM layer

increases, a better function approximation capability can be achieved.

(2) The main input features associated with the output rainfall rate must be

included in the model.

As an example shown in Figure 4.2a, a linear function is applied to

the relationship between output variable, z, and input variables, x and y,

where z = f(x, y) = 1 - x - y, and x, y _̂  O. If only one input variable is used

to estimate z, the projection of the function on X and Z planes forms a

triangular distribution between x and z. In such a case, no perfect function

will exist that can be used to describe the z-x relationship. As can be seen

from the rainfall rate and rR temperature (Figure 4.2c), if suitable input

variables can be introduced in the rainfall rate computation, the results may
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Figure 4.2 (a) A linear function z=1-x-y in the X, Y, Z plane,
(b) the projection of z=1-x-y on X and Z plane, and (c) the
1R-rainfall rate relationship.



also improve. The improvement can then be measured by the reduction of

the mean square error of a model when a new variable is added.

In this study, features such as larger-scale cloud top temperatures,

their variations around the computation rainfall rate pixel (0.25° x 0.25° Lat.-

Lon. scale), and the surface-type (land, coast, or ocean) have been included

as variables in the MCPN model. The modifications provide much more

information than using IR. brightness temperature on the calculation pixel

alone.

(3) The model must be able to account for the spatial and temporal variation of

rainfall rate relationship.

One of the critical issues in the rainfall rate and W temperature

relationship is their temporal and spatial variability. A model must possess

the ability to adapt to the spatial and temporal variation from limited

observable data. As shown in Figure 4.3, function curves of the averaged

rainfall rate and IR brightness temperatures vary from month-to-month and

with location. If a model is calibrated from June 1989 around the Japanese

islands (June 1989, JPN), it can be expected to underestimate monthly

rainfall when applied to the other months 07/15/89 to 08/15/89 over Japanese

islands and January 1996 around Florida ( FL).

As these cases are applied to the GPI method (Figures 4.4a-c), the GPI

estimates compensate the underestimated rainfall within IR temperature

higher than 235 °K with the overestimated rainfall within temperature lower
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Figure 4.3.1R and hourly rainfall rate relationship in three different months.
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Figure 4.4. JR and hourly rainfall rate and GPI estimates in three different months.



than 235 °K. For the first two cases, June 1989 and July/August 1989 over

the Japanese islands (see Figures 4.4a and 4.4b), the monthly rainfall amount

may appear to be balanced over the long-term average. However, when GPI

is applied to the case around Florida, portions for IR temperatures lower than

235 °K with averaged rainfall rates less than 3 mm/hr are rare. From Figure

4.4c, the mean behavior of GPI tends to underestimate the observed rainfall

in all possible temperature regions. Thus, the results from GPI estimates are

expected to be heavily underestimated in such a case.

When limited ground truth data are available, the MCPN model can

make use of these observable data to update the connection weights on the

Grossberg layer so that the estimated rainfall rates will approach the

observations. Since the connection weights on the Grossberg layer are linear

to the output rainfall rates, the adaptive procedure is rather simple to

implement by using Equation 3.4.

(4) The model must be capable of handling large amounts of satellite data.

The large amount of satellite data available contains much redundancy

of information, especially no-rain patterns, which occupy most of the training

data set. Filtering the data before the MCPN model is trained may not only

reduce training costs when estimating the weights of the SOFM layer, but

may also improve the precision of estimation of the rainfall patterns.

(5) The model must be able to explain the relationship between input and output

variables.
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An additional property of the MCPN model is its ability to explain the

input-output relationship. The training results of the weights on SOFM layers

display the properties of the inputs on each of the SOFM nodes. Each

property of SOFM nodes can be explained from its connection input weights.

Meanwhile, from the output statistics on each output node and the SOFM

node, the statistical relationships between inputs and their output can also be

explained.

4.3 Study Areas and Data for Calibration and Validation

Two different study areas were chosen for this study. They are:

(1) the Japanese islands and their surrounding oceanic regions, covering the

range from longitude 127.5 °E to 145 °E and latitude 28.5 ° N to 45 ° N;

(2) a rectangular area around the Florida peninsula, covering Florida, part of

sourth Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana, and their

surrounding oceanic regions containing longitude 78 ° W to 90° W and

latitude 24 °N to 34 ° N.

Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the two study areas. Some noted blocks, denoted as A, B,

C, D, and E in Figure 4.5 and I and 11 in Figure 4.6, are used to illustrate local hourly rainfall

rate time series simulation.

The data around the Japanese islands are obtained from the Global Precipitation

Climatology Project (GPCP) First Algorithm Intercomparison Project (AIP-1), which was



Figure 4.5.4.5. Study area over the Japanese islands

Figure 4.6. Study area over the Florida peninsula
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supported by the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP). The data were collected for

two months during the summer of 1989 (June and July 15 to August 15) with both high-

quality hourly ground-truth rainfall data (from rain gauges and radars) and satellite images.

The hourly rainfall data were obtained from 1300 rain gauges and 15 precipitation radars

from the Japanese Automated Meteorological Data Acquisition System (AMeDAS) networks

supported by the Japanese Meteorological Agency (JMA). The IR brightness temperatures

from satellite data were obtained from the GMS geostationary satellite. The rainfall data

from the Florida peninsula were composed from the NEXRAD radar networks. The satellite

IR images were received from Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES-8).

Both the radars and satellite IR images were processed to hourly basis. The data around the

Florida peninsula were collected for January 1996.

The two study area were selected because they possessed high spatial and temporal

resolution of radar rainfall data which could be used to calibrate the proposed model. They

also provided a variety of rainfall meteorology data under different geographical and

meteorological conditions, which were useful to test the capability of the proposed model

under different circumstances. In the Japanese islands, a previous study [Arkin and Xie,

1994] reported that the rainfall types vary from frontal storms in June to tropical convective

storms in July and August. In the Florida peninsula during January 1996, the experimental

results showed that IR image and rainfall rate relationship was very different from that of the

Japanese islands.

For the MCPN model calibration, 15 days of data from June 1 to June 15, 1989

around the Japanese islands were selected. The calibrated MCPN model from those 15-day
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data was applied to the remaining data in June 1989 around the Japanese islands (denoted

as June-JPN), July 15 to August 15, 1989, around the Japanese islands (denoted as

July/August-JPN), and January 1996 in the Florida peninsula (denoted as January-FL). In

addition, the MCPN model was implemented in two different operation modes with (1) all

fixed MCPN connection weights (wj; and vkj ) and (2) weights in the Grossberg layer NJ )

updated from the observable hourly rainfall rate data. Both monthly rainfall and hourly

rainfall rates were estimated and compared to the radar composite rainfall data. Finally, in

order to test the capability of the proposed model, the MCPN model was implemented in the

January-FL case with very limited observable data.

4.4 Input-Output Variables and Model Structure

In order to select the input variables which are highly correlated to the rainfall rate,

an understanding of the rainfall process and how rainfall is related to the satellite

observations is required. From previous studies [Barrett and Martin, 1981; Spillane and

Yamaguchi, 1962; Plank et al., 1955], as the thickness of the cloud increases, precipitation

is more probable and its intensity is likely to be greater. Other less significant factors

involved are the droplet concentration, evaporation, and cloud temperature [Barrett and

Martin, 1981].

Unfortunately, from the infrared channels, only the temperature of the upper surface

of the clouds can be sensed. That data does not always reflect the cloud thickness. In the

tropical regions where most of the precipitation is from convective storms, the high rainfall

intensity is correlated to low IR temperatures. However, a low infrared brightness
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temperature does not always relate to high rainfall intensity. Cirrus clouds, for example, are

composed of ice crystals in cold and dry atmospheres. Cirrus clouds are rather thin and do

not produce precipitation. However, for the JR temperatures on the calculation pixel alone,

the difference between cirrus and high extended convective clouds cannot be detected;

therefore, more variables are needed to improve the estimates.

The hourly rainfall rate and IR brightness temperature relationship in the period of

June-JPN and July/August-JPN on a image pixel (size 0.05 x 0.0625 Lat.-Lon. scale) is

shown in Figures 4.7a and 4.7b. It is clear from the figures that high rainfall rates are

associated with the low 1R temperatures. The dashed line shown in Figure 4.7b represents

the JR temperature for the GPI (235 °K) method. The IR temperature is one of the input

variables included in the model.

The surface type is another variable to be included in the modeling process. Figures

4.8a and 4.8b show a satellite image of IR temperature and a radar rainfall rate image over

the Japanese islands at 6:00 a.m. on June, 16, 1989. The color bar in Figure 4.8a represents

the cloud top temperature; the darker the color appears in the image, the cooler the cloud top

temperature was observed. From Figure 4.8b, most of the heavy rainfall is located over the

land and coast areas, although the temperatures of the cloud tops are not as low as some areas

over the oceans. Thus, the topographic effect has important consequences to the rainfall

production. The elevation map of the Japanese islands is given in Figure 4.9. The change

of topography around the mountain ridges causes an instantaneous upward rising and cooling

of water vapor, which results in the condensation of water vapor and heavy rainfall. Figures

4.10a-4.10d present the IR temperatures and rainfall rate relationships from six hourly
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Figure 4.9. Surface elevation map over the Japanese islands.
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samples (shown in Table 4.1) over different surface types (land, coastal, and ocean). Figure

4.10a plots all of the JR temperatures and rainfall rates from those six hourly events. Figure

4.10b only shows the rainfall rates and IR temperatures over the land. Similarly, Figures

4.10c and 4.10d present the IR temperatures and rainfall rates over the coast and ocean. The

patterns over the oceans are different from those of the land and coast, especially over the

low IR temperature regions. Thus, the topographic effect on the rain rate estimation is

included in the input of the MCPN model. For simplicity, the surface types were divided

into land, coast, and ocean regions (Figure 4.11).

Table 4.1 Six hourly samples over the Japanese islands.

No. Date Time

1 6/15/89 21:00 GMT

2 6/16/89 20:00 GMT

3 6/19/89 08:00 GMT

4 6/22/89 09:00 GMT

5 6/23/89 21:00 GMT

6 6/28/89 19:00 GMT

Another variable to be included in this model is the variation of the cloud top

temperature around the calculation pixels. This variable is represented as the standard

deviation of cloud top temperature surrounding the calculation pixel. Lovejoy and Austin

(1979) found that the cloud coverage area has high correlation to the rainfall rate. The

gradient of IR temperatures on the cloud coverage area has strong relation to rainfall intensity



Figure 4.11. The surface type over the Japanese islands
after being processed into land, coast, and ocean.
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[Scofield and Oliver, 1977, 1987]. Thus, in this case, the standard deviations of cloud top

temperatures were used to represent the variations of cloud top temperatures in different sizes

of cloud coverage. When a high standard deviation of cloud top temperature exists, the

temperature gradient is also high within the calculation coverage.

Before any calculations are performed, all of the data are preprocessed to the

resolution of 0.25° x 0.25° Lat.-Lon. scale by computing the average of the sub-pixel IR

temperatures. As shown in Figure 4.12, a range of images covering the neighbors of the

estimation pixel, called a window (w), is used to include the possible IR pixel information;

the larger the window size, the larger the number of the neighboring JR pixels that are

covered in the calculation. A window with a size of one (w=1) was used for 3 x 3 JR pixels,

whereas a window size of two (w=2) covered 5 x 5 pixels. For each window size, two

variables, mean (Tb) and standard deviation (SDTb), are calculated. Input variables used in

the MCPN model have selected window sizes of 0, 1, and 2. Another variable which

represents the surface type (over land, coast, or ocean) of the calculated pixel is also used in

the input variable. The selected inputs are:

Tb(w=0):	 IR brightness temperature on the calculated pixel

Tb(w=1):	 mean IR brightness temperature with window size of one

SDTb(w=1): standard deviation of IR brightness temperature with window size of

one

Tb(w=2):	 mean IR brightness temperature with window size of two

SDTb(w=2): standard deviation of IR brightness temperature with window size of

two
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41P   	 Topo(w=0): land, coast, or ocean

Tb(w=0)

Tb(w=1) and SDTb(w=1)   
d4P    

Tb(w=2) and SDTb(w=2)

RR(w=0)

Figure 4.12. Input and output variables of the MCPN model.
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Topo(w=0): surface type (land [1.0], coast [0.5], or ocean [0.0]) on the calculated pixel

As can been seen in Figure 4.12, the output variable is the rainfall rate on the central

pixel RR(w=0).

The MCPN model structure and input-output variables are displayed in Figure 4.13.

The SOFM layer has 15 x 15 nodes connecting to each input variable. Meanwhile, the

output nodes on the Grossberg layer have 15 x 15 nodes, where each output node connects

to the SOFM nodes with size Q = Q 1 , (i.e., 3 x 3 nodes) around the winning node, I.

4.5 Data Processing

Data from 15 days (6/1/89 to 6/15/89 over the Japanese islands) were selected for the

model calibration. All of the calibration data are filtered in each input variable to a specified

level. As illustrated in Table 4.2, variables Tb(w=0), Tb(w=1), and Tb(w=2) are filtered into

11 levels. For example, Tb(w=1)=225 °K falls between 218 °K and 226°K, and the value

0.2 represents the filtered value. Similarly, the SDTb(w=1) and SDTb(w=2) are filtered into

11 levels. All of these filtered values are between 0.0 and 1.0. In addition, the variable for

the surface types, Topo(w=0), is filtered into 3 different levels (land=1.0, coast=0.5, and

ocean=0.0).

The 15-day calibration data include more than 300,000 individual data points. After

processing the data through the presetting screens, only 2509 data points remained, including

540 points over the land, 567 points over the coast, and 1502 points over the ocean. The

filtered data are mostly over the ocean, therefore, the training results are expected to obtain
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Figure 4.13. The MCPN model structure and input-output variables.
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more SOFM nodes to explain the IR image data over the ocean than over the land and coast.

In order to obtain a balanced number of SOFM nodes over these three different surface types,

additional data points were selected over the land and coast to match the number of points

(1500) over the ocean. Two points were randomly removed from the ocean data to create

a data set of 1500. As a result, the number of points used in training was 4500 data, with

1500 points from each surface type.

Table 4.2 Data in each variable are filtered into different levels.

Level

Tb

(w=0,1,2)

SDTb

(w=1,2)

Topography

Topo(w=0) Filtered Value

1 Tb<210 SDTb < 2 land 1.0

2 210<= Tb <218 2<= SDTb <4 0.9

3 218<= Tb <226 4<= SDTb < 6 0.8

4 226<= Tb <234 6<= SDTb < 8 0.7

5 234‹= Tb <242 8<= SDTb < 10 0.6

6 242<= Tb <250 10<=SDTb < 12 coast 0.5

7 250<= Tb <258 12<=SDTb < 14 0.4

8 258<= Tb <266 14<=SDTb < 16 0.3

9 266<= Tb <274 16<=SDTb < 18 0.2

10 274<= Tb <282 18<=SDTb <20 0.1

11 282<= Tb 20<=SDTb ocean 0.0
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4.6 Statistical Analysis

Three criteria were used to evaluate the performance of the simulation results of the

models: correlation coefficient, root mean square error, and bias. For the monthly rainfall,

the accumulated monthly totals on each predefined scale in each study area from both the

calculated model and the radar-composed rainfall were compared. In addition, the hourly

time series for both the model-generated and radar-composed rainfall rate on specified study

blocks were compared (Figure 4.6).

4.6.1 Monthly Statistics:

Symbols used in monthly calculation are defined as follows:

grid index in the study area A

NA :	 number of grids in the study area A

Mm,: model-produced monthly rainfall on assigned grid index i

Om,: ground radar composite monthly rainfall on assigned grid index i

VAR(Mm): variance of model produced monthly rainfall within the study area

VAR(0m):	 variance of radar composite monthly rainfall within the study area

COV(Mm, Om):

	

	 covariance of model and radar monthly rainfall within

the study area

(1) The monthly correlation coefficient (CORR[m]) is defined as:

COV(Mm,0m)2 
VAR(Mm)VAR(0m)

(4.1)CORR[m] -



CORR[m] falls in the range [-1, 1 1. The closer the value is to 1.0, the closer

the trend of the observations is matched by the model estimates.

(2) The monthly Root Mean Square Error (RMSE[m]) is defined as:
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E (Mm. - 0111) 2
isA	 I (4.2)RMSE[m] -

NA - 1

As the value of RMSE[m] approaches 0.0, model behavior more closely

matches the observation.

(3) The monthly estimation bias (BIAS[m]) is defined as:

E(Mm i - Mod

BIAS[m] - " 	 (4.3)
NA

If BIAS[m] > 0, the model-produced monthly rainfall is overestimated.

Likewise, when BIAS[m] < 0, the model-produced monthly rainfall is

underestimated.

4.6.2 Hourly Statistics:

symbols used in the hourly calculation include:

t:	 time step (hour) in the calculation on the assigned block B

NB:	 number of time steps in the calculation on the study block B

B(t): time period for hourly rainfall rate estimates in block B

Mh,: model-produced hourly rainfall rate at hourly time index t on block B



1 1 8

Oh,: ground radar composite hourly rainfall rate at hourly time index t on block B

VAR(Mh):	 variance of model-produced hourly rainfall rate on block B

VAR(Oh):	 variance of radar composite hourly rainfall rate on block B

COV(Mh, Oh): covariance of model and radar hourly rainfall rate on block B

(1) The hourly correlation coefficient (CORR[h]) is defined as:

CORR[h] - I  COV(Mh,Oh)2 \
VAR(Mh)VAR(Oh)

(4.4)

CORR[h] ranged between [-1, 1]. The closer the value is to 1.0, the closer

the trend of the observations is matched by the model.

(2) The hourly Root Mean Square Error (RMSE[h]) is defined as:

E (Mh
1

 -Oh
1 

)2

RMSE[h] - te13(t) (4.5)

\ N B — 1

As the value of RMSE[h] approaches 0.0, model behavior more closely

matches to the observation.

(3) The hourly estimation bias (BIAS [h]) is defined as:

E (Mil t - Oh,)
BIAS[h] - teB(t) 

NB
(4.6)
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Again, if the BIAS[h] > 0, the model-produced hourly rainfall is

overestimated. Likewise, when BIAS[h] <0,  the model-produced hourly

rainfall is underestimated.

4.7 Training of the MCPN Model

Six input variables were selected, and the 15-day training data were processed down

into 4500 data points. To train the MCPN model, two separate steps were involved. First,

the connection weights on the SOFM layer were trained. The weights on the SOFM layer

were fixed and training of the connection weights on the Grossberg layer began. The training

of these two layers is described in Section 4.7.1 and 4.7.2.

4.7.1 Training the SOFM Layer

The training procedure of the SOFM layer was described in Section 2.5. Several

parameters must be set before training:

(1) the initial size of training neighbors, A0=6,

(2) the initial learning rate, ri o=0.5, and

(3) the number of training iterations, T=6000.

During the training process, the learning rate, TKO, was specified as a linear decay

function (Equation 2.7). When rl(t) is less than 0.02, it is fixed as 0.02. For the number of

the neighboring nodes, Ac(t), in the training process, Equation 2.8 is applied. The training

neighbors and learning rate in the training process are illustrated in Figures 4.14a and 4.14b.
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Figure 4.14. (a) Training neighbors and (b) learning rate in the training process.
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After SOFM weights are trained, the connection weight in between each input

variable to the connection weights on the SOFM node presents the properties of the

normalized input variable. As a convenience for visualization, the connection weights to the

original input variable scale were transferred so that the properties from the input variable

could be presented from these SOFM connection weights. Because there are six variables

in input space, those six-dimensional trained weights could not be presented all together in

weight space in the same ways as the two input examples shown in Chapter 3, in two-

dimensional weight spaces. Hence, the properties must be treated separately by showing the

connection weights from a specific input to all SOFM nodes one by one (Figure 4.15). As

shown in Figure 4.16, the connection weights of each SOFM node to input variable

[Topo(w=0)] (Figure 4.15f) were plotted on each node and contoured on the 15 x 15 SOFM

layer. On the weights of surface-type variables, the regions of SOFM nodes were separated

into three major groups. The region with a value of 1.0 represented the group over the land.

Similarly, the region with a value of 0.5 represented coastal data, and the value of 0.0

covered the nodes over ocean. Meanwhile, the weights of each variable connection to SOFM

layer are contoured, as shown in Figure 4.15a-f, properties of each node on the SOFM layer

can be characterized.

Training results of SOFM weights expressed in original variable scales are presented

in Figures 4.15a-f. Each plot in Figure 4.15 presents the contour map of 15 x 15 SOFM

weights connecting from each node in the SOFM layer from a specific input variable (Figure

4.15a for Tb(w=0), Figure 4.15b for Tb(w=1), Figure 4.15c for SDTb(w=1), Figure 4.15d

for Tb(w=2), Figure 4.15e for SDTb(w=2), and Figure 4.15f for Topo(w=0)). The mean
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Figure 4.15. Contour maps of connection weights on SOFM layer to each
input variables. (a) Tb(w=0), (b) Tb(w=1), (c) SDTB(w=1),
(d) Tb(w=2), (e) SDTB(w=2), and (f) Topo(w=0).
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temperature patterns presented in Figures 4.15a-b and 4.15d show similar results with low

mean temperatures on the right side, increasing to higher temperatures on the left side.

Similarly, the patterns of standard deviation of temperature (Figures 4.15c and 4.15e) are also

similar with high variations on the top and bottom center, and lower variations on the corners

and the central portions. Thus, to identify the SOFM nodes over land with both low mean

IR temperature and low standard deviation of JR temperature, for example, those nodes

(clusters) could be found on the upper-right corner. On the other hand, if SOFM nodes over

ocean with high mean IR temperature and low standard deviation of JR temperature are

desired, they can be found on the left bottom corner. This visual relationship formed by the

SOFM map will be used to evaluate the rainfall rate and input variable relationships in the

later simulation.

4.7.2 Training the Grossberg Layer

Training the connection weights of the SOFM layer involved only the processed input

data. After the SOFM weights were trained, they were fixed, and training of the weights of

the Grossberg layer began. The 15-day calibration data from June 1 to June 15 over the

Japanese islands were used to train the connection weights on the Grossberg layer. First,

input data were processed into six input variables which were normalized in [0, 1]. As

shown in Figure 4.17, by processing normalized data to the inputs, a winner node could be

found on the SOFM layer from each of the input data. Table 4.3 presents the number of data

counted from each SOFM node after all 15 days of training data were processed in the first

step. As described in Equation 3.3, the connection weights on the Grossberg layer were
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linear functions of SOFM outputs and rainfall rates. Therefore, those weights could be

obtained simply from linear least square estimates (Equations 3.5-3.10). A maximum of 9

connection weights existed for each output node on the Grossberg layer connecting to the

SOFM nodes. As shown in Equation 3.10, the inverse maxtrix [R] - ' had a size of (9 x 9).

Some nodes contained a large amount of data (Table 4.3); however, the computation cost

was relatively low. For those SOFM nodes with number of data less than 10, no

computations were performed. As shown in Figure 4.18, after the computations of weights

on the Grossberg layer, the SOFM nodes were divided into 4 easily identified classes.

Among those 225 SOFM nodes (15 x 15), 67 nodes were over land (L), 66 nodes were over

coast (C), 63 nodes were over ocean (0), and 29 nodes were non-activated.

Figures 4.19a-c show the results of the training. Figure 4.19a shows the number of

data points located on each of the SOFM nodes; Figure 4.19b displays the total amount of

rainfall located on each node; and Figure 4.19c illustrates the averaged rainfall rate at each

SOFM node from the 15-day training data. As seen from Figures 4.18 and 4.19b, most of

the calibration data were over the ocean, especially for nodes with high IR brightness

temperature and low IR standard deviation (Figures 4.15a, 4.15c, and 4.150. Meanwhile,

the accumulated rainfall within these 15 days were mostly located on nodes within very low

JR brightness temperature and low standard deviation of JR temperature ( Figures 4.15a,

4.15e, 4.15f, and 4.19b). Despite the high amount of rainfall located in SOFM nodes over

the ocean with low IR mean and low standard deviation, the average rainfall from each data

on an individual SOFM node shows that low mean brightness temperatures with high

standard deviation is likely to produce higher averaged rainfall rates ( Figures 4.15a, 4.15c,
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(a) No. of Samples on Each Node: 06/01/89-06/15/89 	 (b) Accumulated Rainfall on Each Node
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(c) Average Observed Rainfall on Each Node
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Figure 4.19. Statistics of 15—day training data on each node of the
SOFM layer. (a) number of data on each node,
(b) accumulated rainfall on each node, and
(c) averaged rainfall on each node.
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4.15f, and 4.19c). Similar conclusions were found over the land and ocean. The overall

relationship between brightness temperature and averaged rainfall on each individual SOFM

node is that the higher the brightness temperatures (Figure 4.15a), the lower the averaged

rainfall rates (Figure 4.19c). Detailed analysis of the monthly data and model performance

will be discussed in the later sections.

4.8 Monthly Rainfall Estimation

The training results from 15-day data over the Japanese islands were investigated

using three different monthly case studies. Each case included two different validation

modes: one with the trained weights kept fixed and the other with connection weights of the

Grossberg layer being updated using the observed data. All of the models were initially

implemented in hourly calculation under 0.25° x 0.25° Lat.-Lon. scale, and then

accumulated to a monthly total for two cases over the Japanese islands, with a resolution of

1.25 ° x 1.25 ° Lat.-Lon resolution, and for one case in the Florida region with a resolution

of 1.0° x 1.0° Lat.-Lon.

4.8.1 Case I.  June-JPN (Over the Japanese Islands, June 1989)

Monthly validation results of June-JPN are shown in Figures 4.20a-e. Figure 4.20a

gives the monthly observation in 1.25° x 1.25° Lat.-Lon. scale. Figure 4.20b presents the

results from the MCPN model with all connection weights fixed from calibration. The

scatter plot of monthly observed data and MCPN estimates is shown in Figure 4.20d. For

the GPI approach, a 3 mm/hr rainfall rate was assigned to the pixels with brightness
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Figure 4.20. Monthly validation results of June-JPN case.
(a) monthly observation, (b) MCPN (non-update) estimates,
(c) GPI estimates, (d) scatter plot of MCPN estimates and
observations, and (e) scatter plot of GPI estimates and observations.
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temperature lower than 235 °K. The computation for GPI is based on the 0.25 °x 0.25 °Lat.-

Lon. averaged HZ temperature; hourly rainfall was then averaged over the block area of 1.25

° x 1.25 ° Lat.-Lon. resolution and a monthly total was accumulated. Figure 4.20c illustrates

the estimation results from the GPI method. Similarly, the scatter plot of monthly observed

data and the GPI estimates is shown in Figure 4.20e. For monthly accumulated results of

both the MCPN model with fixed weights and the GPI method, rainfall is overestimated in

areas of low rainfall and underestimated over areas with high monthly accumulated rainfall.

Statistics for the fixed weights MCPN model included a CORR[m] of 0.806, RMSE[m] of

63.90, and BIAS[m] of -1.484. For the GPI method, the CORR[m] was 0.61, RMSE[m] was

101.4, and BIAS was 61.47. All the statistics from the MCPN model outperformed those of

the GPI method. The bias was small for the MCPN model due to the balance between

overestimated low and underestimated high rainfall areas, as shown in the scatter plot (Figure

4.20d).

Figures 4.21a-e present the validation results from June-JPN case on each node of the

SOFM layer. Figure 4.21a gives the surface type of each SOFM node, where 0.0 is ocean,

0.5 is coast, and 1.0 is land. Figure 4.21b shows the number of data counted on each SOFM

node from the monthly validation data. Figure 4.21c displays the observed monthly rainfall

on each node, and Figure 4.21d shows the MCPN model's simulated monthly accumulated

rainfall on each SOFM node. The accumulated error of the monthly rainfall on each SOFM

node is shown in Figure 4.21e. From Figure 4.2 lb, most of the data are located over the

ocean, especially for the high mean temperature (Tb > 260 °K) and low mean temperature

(Tb < 230 °K) nodes ( Figure 4.15a). Fewer data were available for SOFM nodes over the
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Figure 4.21. Statistics of non—updated MCPN model on SOFM nodes (June—JPN case).
(a) surface type (ocean=0.0, coast=0.5, and land=1.0), (b) number of data on each node,
(c) monthly observed rainfall, (d) monthly estimated rainfall from MCPN model, and
(e) monthly error from MCPN model.
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coast and land. As shown in Figure 4.15c, most of the rainfall was produced from SOFM

nodes with very low brightness temperature (Tb <230 °K) which were most significant over

the ocean. Very little rainfall was associated with high temperature nodes over the land,

coast, or ocean. From Figures 4.21c and 4.21d, monthly rainfall totals produced from the

MCPN model on SOFM nodes were similar to the observed monthly rainfall. However, the

model-produced rainfall overestimated the nodes over the ocean with low IR mean

temperatures (Tb < 230 °K) and low to median low IR standard deviation temperatures

(SDTb < 8 °K), as shown in the matching error (Figure 4.21e). Figures 4.22a-c present the

averaged observed rainfall rate (Figure 4.22a), averaged model-produced rain rate (Figure

4.22b), and the average model error (Figure 4.22c) from each input data on the SOFM nodes.

Over the ocean, the average rainfall rate matched well with the averaged observed rainfall

rate on those nodes with low mean temperatures (230 °K < Tb <240 °K) and low standard

deviation (SDTB <6 °K). However, as can be seen in Figures 4.22c, 4.15a, and 4.15c, when

the IR mean temperature decreased (Tb <220 °K) and standard deviation slightly increased

(6 °K < SDTb <8 °K), the model-produced rainfall rates were overestimated. Over the coast,

the model-produced averaged rainfall rate are overestimated over the low mean temperature

nodes (Tb <230 °K) . Because fewer amount of data were available over the coast in this

month, the monthly error produced from these SOFM nodes was not as high as for those

nodes over the ocean (Figures 4.21e and 4.22c). Over the land, MCPN model rainfall rates

are underestimated on low mean temperatures and low standard deviation SOFM nodes (220

°K < Tb <240 °K and SDTb < 6 °K) and overestimated on low mean temperatures and low
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(a) Average Observed Rainfall on Each Node	 (b) Average Estimated Rainfall on Each Node

00
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(c) Average Rainfall Error on Each Node

0 0

Figure 4.22. Statistics on SOFM nodes from non—updated MCPN model (June—JPN)
case. (a) averaged observed rainfall, (b) averaged MCPN model rainfall, and
(c) averaged error from MCPN model.
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standard deviation SOFM nodes (Tb <220 °K and 6 °K < SDTb < 8 °K), as shown in Figure

4.22c.

Figure 4.23 shows that the MCPN model with connection weights adjustable on the

Grossberg layer from observable data improved the estimation in locations of high rainfall.

The hourly updated results of the MCPN model is shown in Figure 4.23c. In addition, the

scatter plot of observations and hourly updated MCPN model estimates is shown in Figure

4.23e. For comparison, the monthly observations are plotted in Figure 4.23a and results from

MCPN with fixed weights are plotted in Figure 4.23b. Scatter plots of fixed weights the

MCPN model are shown in Figure 4.23d. Statistics were improved using the MCPN model

with the sequential update weights: CORR[m] increased from 0.805 using the fixed weightrs

to 0.882 with sequential updates, and the RMSE[m] improved from 63.9 to 56.36. The

BIAS [ml increased in the sequential update model. Although the estimation of rainfall on

high monthly rainfall grids improved, the low monthly rainfalls grids were still

overestimated, similar to the results of the fixed weight MCPN. Therefore, the BIAS [m] did

not improve over the hourly update. Figure 4.24 illustrates the results from the hourly

updated simulation on each node of the SOFM layer. Figures 4.24a-b show the monthly

accumulation total on each SOFM node from observations and the hourly updated MCPN

model. The bar chart of the updated MCPN model (Figure 4.24b) shows a much better fit

to the observation (Figure 4.24a), when compared to the results from the non-updated case

(Figure 4.21d). Figure 4.24c suggests that most of the monthly simulation errors were from

the very low mean temperature (Tb <230 °K) and low standard deviation (SDTb < 6 °K) of

temperature nodes over the ocean. However, the monthly error improved compared to the
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Figure 4.23. Comparison the simulated results from updated and
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non-updated MCPN, and (e) scatter plot of updated MCPN.
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Figure 4.24. Statistics on SOFM nodes from hourly updated model (June—JPN)
case. (a) monthly observed rainfall, (b) monthly MCPN model estimated rainfall,
(c) monthly error from MCPN model, (d) averaged observed rainfall, (e) averaged
rainfall from MCPN model, and (f) averaged error from MCPN model.
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non-updated case (Figure 4.21e). Other SOFM nodes produced rather small monthly

accumulated error suggesting that to improve the results of the MCPN model, the error on

the SOFM nodes with low mean temperatures and low standard deviation of temperature

must be reduced. Figures 4.24d-e show the averaged rainfall rate on each SOFM node from

observation data and from the hourly updated simulation. The averaged errors on each

SOFM node are shown in Figure 4.24f. The averaged simulation errors on each node were

relatively small. As seen in Figure 4.2 lb, most data were located over the ocean, especially

on the SOFM nodes with low temperatures. The error was high after averaging the

overestimated error on low temperature (Tb < 240 °K) nodes over ocean. Their high

frequency of occurrence contributed to the most overestimated error in the whole month.

4.8.2 Case II: July/August-JPN (Over the Japanese Islands, July 15 to August 15, 1989)

As described by Arkin and Xie (1994), the type of the system that produce rainfall

in June are different from those rainfall that produced in July and August around the

Japanese islands. In June, rainfall occurs predominently from frontal storms; in July and

August, however, the rainfall is governed by the local convective structure and is heavily

influenced by the orographic effect. Hence, it is interesting to show the simulated results

from both GPI and MCPN models for these different systems.

Simulation results from both the GPI method and the MCPN model are shown in

Figures 4.25a-e. The spatial distribution of accumulated rainfall for the period July/August-

JPN is presented in Figure 4.25a. Figures 4.25b-c show the simulated results from both the

MCPN model and the GPI method. Compared to the observations (see also scatter plot in
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Figure 4.25e), the GPI estimates of monthly rainfall were clearly underestimated for most of

the study grids. As a result, the RMSE[m] and BIAS [m] were much higher than in the case

of June-JPN. The overall statistics of the GPI method were: CORR[m]=0.6906,

RMSE[m]=112, and BIAS[m]=-66.48. The results from the MCPN (Figures 4.25b and

4.25d) show that rainfall was underestimated on the partial grids over the central parts of the

Japanese islands and their adjacent oceanic grids. Although the statistics from the MCPN

model were improved over those of the GPI, the overall correlation was not as close as for

June-JPN. The statistics for the MCPN model were: CORR[m]=0.7296, RMSE[m]=86.85,

and BIAS[m]=-33.12.

Figures 4.26a-e provide the monthly statistics for the MCPN model on each SOFM

node. Figure 4.26a show the surface-type characteristics on each node, which is the same

as described in Figure 4.21a. Figure 4.26b presents the occurrence of data on each node of

the SOFM layer in the study period of July/August-JPN. The properties of data occurrence

in this case were very different from the previous June-JPN case (Figure 4.2 lb). Most of the

data occurred on the high mean temperature nodes (Tb > 270 °K) and concurrently had

relatively low standard deviation (SDTb <4 °K) of JR temperatures (see Figures 4.26b,

4.15a, and 4.15c). Because the MCPN model was trained using June-JPN data, the

properties of that month (Figures 4.21b-c) had very little rainfall on high temperature SOFM

nodes, while the high temperature SOFM nodes over ocean had a high frequency of

occurrence. These high temperature nodes, especially over the ocean, produced a large

amount of rainfall (Figure 4.26c) during the study period. The simulated results from the

MCPN model were incapable of producing as high rainfall amount as the observations
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Figure 4.26. Statistics of non—updated MCPN model on SOFM nodes (July/August—JPN
case). (a) surface type (ocean=0.0, coast=0.5, and land=1 .0), (b) number of data on each
node, (c) monthly observed rainfall, (d) monthly estimated rainfall from MCPN model,
and (e) monthly error from MCPN model.
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recorded for those high temperature nodes (Tb > 270 °K) over the ocean (see Figure 4.26d).

The total error produced from the case on each SOFM node is listed in Figure 4.26e. Clearly,

rainfall over those nodes on the high temperature regions over the ocean was underestimated.

Meanwhile, the MCPN model overestimated rainfall in nodes with low temperatures (Tb <

230 °K) but with higher standard deviation of lR temperature (40 K <SD < 8 °K) (Figures

4.15a, 4.15c, and 4.26e). Figure 4.27 shows the averaged rainfall rate and its averaged

estimated error on each SOFM node. Similar to the analysis from Figure 4.26, the average

rainfall on each node tended to be underestmated on high mean temperature nodes and

overestimated on the few nodes that had low mean temperature (Tb <240 °K) (Figures

4.27a-c).

The MCPN model with hourly update of the weights of the Grossberg layer showed

an improved simulation over the non-updated estimates (Figure 4.28). Compared to the

observations (Figure 4.28a), the underestimated rainfall over grids for the central Japanese

islands for the non-update case (Figure 4.28b) were much improved in the hourly update

MCPN model estimates (Figure 4.28c). Going from the non-updated to the hourly updated

MCPN model, CORR[m] increased from 0.729 to 0.879, BIAS [m] decreased from -33.12

to 22.15, and RMSE[m] significantly decreased from 86.85 to 63.41. Figure 4.29 presents

the results from the hourly updated simulation on each node of the SOFM layer. Figures

4.29a and 4.29b show the accumulation total for this case on each SOFM node from

observations and the hourly updated MCPN model. The bar chart of the updated MCPN

(Figure 4.29b) shows a better fi t to the observations. Figures 4.29c, 4.15a, 4.15e, and 4.15f,

the results of the hourly update suggest that most of the total simulation errors result from
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(a) Average Observed Rainfall on Each Node	 (b) Average Estimated Rainfall on Each Node

(c) Average Rainfall Error on Each Node

00

Figure 4.27. Statistics on SOFM nodes from non—updated MCPN model
(July/August—JPN case). (a) averaged observed rainfall,
(h) averaged MCPN model rainfall, and (c) averaged error
from MCPN model.
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Figure 4.28. Comparison the simulation results from updated and
non-updated MCPN in July/August-JPN case. (a) monthly
observation, (b) non-updated MCPN, (c) updated MCPN,
(d) scatter plot of non-updated MCPN, and (e) scatter plot
of updated MCPN.
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Figure 4.29. Statistics on SOFM nodes from hourly updated model (July/August—JPN
case). (a) monthly observed rainfall, (b) monthly MCPN model estimated rainfall,
(c) monthly error from MCPN model, (d) averaged observed rainfall, (e) averaged
rainfall from MCPN model, and (f) averaged error from MCPN model.
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the very high mean temperature and low standard deviation of temperature nodes over the

ocean. Figures 4.29d-e show the averaged rainfall rate on each SOFM node from

observation data and hourly updated simulation. The errors on each SOFM node are shown

in Figure 4.29f. The averaged simulation errors on each node were small, thus the update

ability of the MCPN was effective. As shown in Figure 4.26b, most data were located over

the ocean, especially the SOFM nodes with high temperatures. Therefore, the averaged error

was not high on those high-temperature SOFM nodes over the ocean (Figure 4.290.

4.8.3 Case III: January-FL (Around Florida Regions, January 1 996)

When the study area moved from the Japanese islands to the Florida region, the

results changed dramatically. The results from the non-update cases (either GPI or MCPN

model), which were heavily underestimated in almost all the 1 0 x 1 0 monthly study grids,

were far from satisfactory. Monthly simulation results from January-FL are shown in Figure

4.30a-e. Figure 4.30a gives the monthly observations. Figures 4.30b-c display the simulated

results from MCPN model and GPI method. Scatter plots of the simulation results from the

MCPN model and the the GPI method are presented in Figures 4.30d-e. Although the

simulated results of the MCPN model (CORR[m]=0.7464, RMSE[m]=110.6, and

BIAS [m]=-78.63) outperformed those of the GPI method (CORR[m]=0.24,

RMSE[m]=131.1, and BIAS[m]=-91.42), both show heavy underestimation of rainfall for

this location indicating that the model calibration using 15 days of calibration data over the

Japanese islands was not adequate to apply to regions in Florida. Adjustments of model
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Figure 4.30. Monthly validation results of January-FL case.
(a) monthly observation, (b) MCPN (non-update) estimates,
(c) GPI estimates, (d) scatter plot of MCPN estimates and
observations, and (e) scatter plot of GPI estimates and observations
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parameters are therefore necessary to apply the model to different periods of time and

location.

Figure 4.31a-e present the statistics of monthly estimates on each SOFM node over

the January-FL case. Figure 4.31a illustrates the surface type (land=1.0, coast=0.5, and

ocean=0.0). Figure 4.31b displays the distribution of simulated data located on the SOFM

nodes. In this case, most data were classified with high mean temperatures (Tb > 270 °K)

and low standard deviation (SDTb < 6 °K) nodes in the SOFM layer, especially for nodes

over the land and ocean (Figures 4.3 lb, 4.15a, 4.15c, and 4.15f). However, most rainfall

occurred in on the low mean temperature nodes (Tb < 240 °K) over land and ocean (Figure

4.31c). The SOFM nodes over the coast had very little rainfall (Figure 4.31c). The MCPN

model-estimated monthly rainfall on each node in the SOFM layer are shown in Figure

4.31d. Compared to Figure 4.31c, the MCPN model rainfallwas highly concentrated in the

low mean temperature nodes (Tb < 230 °K) over the ocean, and over the high mean

temperature nodes (Tb > 270 °K) over the land (Figure 4.31d). The monthly simulated

rainfall on the nodes over the ocean were well-matched to the observations. However, over

the land, the accumulated rainfall simulated from the MCPN model were overestimated on

the high mean temperature nodes (Tb > 270 °K) and underestimated heavily over the low

mean temperature nodes (Tb <240 °K) (Figure 4.31c-d). The accumulated errors on each

SOFM node are shown in Figure 4.31e. Figures 4.32a-c present the averaged rainfall and

error on each SOFM node from observation and MCPN model-simulated results.

As shown in Figure 4.33, the hourly update of weights on the Grossberg layer was

effective in improving the simulation results. From non-adaptive to hourly adaptive weights
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on the MCPN model, the RMSE[m] decreased from 110.6 to 65.4, the CORR[m] improved

from 0.746 to 0.779, and the BIAS [ml decreased from 78.63 to 22.50 (Figures 4.33a-c). The

improvements shown from scatter plots of non-update to hourly update results are shown in

Figures 4.33d-e. Figure 4.34 gives the observation and hourly adaptive results on SOFM

nodes. Again, Figures 4.34a-b show the monthly observation and estimates from the hourly

updated MCPN model on each SOFM node. The accumulated error on each SOFM node is

shown in Figure 4.34e. The averaged rainfall on each SOFM node from observed and hourly

adaptive MCPN model is shown in Figures 4.34d-e. The averaged errors on SOFM nodes

are shown in Figure 4.34f. The hourly adaption from the observable data is an effective

means to adjust the behavior of the MCPN model to the observation.

Table 4.4 shows the the relationship between the update frequency (1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and

12 hour update intervals) and the performance of the monthly validation results of the three

case studies. The non-update results from the MCPN model are also listed for comparison.

It is interesting to note that, in the June-JPN case, the RMSE[m] did not improve

significantly after the 6 hours update interval, as compared to the RMSE[m] in the non-

update MCPN model. In the other two cases (July/August-JPN and January-FL), any update

frequency within 12 hours showed significant improvement in the monthly statistics.

Particularly for the January-FL case, at 12 hours of update, the RMSE[m] improved from

109.8 to 66.1, and the BIAS[m] moved from -78.63 to 4.84. These results illustrated the

effectiveness of the update procedure, thus it may be concluded that the update information

is essential to improve the simulation results.
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Table 4.4 The statistics of different update frequencies in three monthly rainfall case
studies.

Study
Case Statistics

1
hour

2h
hours

4
hours

6
hours

8
hours

12
hours

Non-
update

June-JPN

CORR 0.882 0.861 0.833 0.816 0.809 0.786 0.805

RMSE 55.36 58.17 61.17 64.66 64.16 66.39 63.90

BIAS 23.11 22.91 18.33 22.07 15.50 14.65 -1.48

July/August

-JPN

CORR 0.879 0.853 0.835 0.815 0.821 0.808 0.729

RMSE 63.41 67.59 70.15 72.71 71.72 73.60 86.85

BIAS 22.15 21.47 20.88 17.97 20.43 18.64 -33.12

January-FL

CORR 0.780 0.767 0.759 0.737 0.755 0.725 0.746

RMSE 65.03 66.11 66.75 65.24 62.68 66.11 109.8

BIAS 22.49 20.70 20.58 8.15 -2.76 4.84 -78.63

4.9 Summary

The MCPN model was used to estimate the monthly accumulated rainfall amount and

the results were compared to the simulation results of the GPI method. The statistical

properties shown on the SOFM nodes were useful to analyse the relationship between the

input variable and output rainfall rates. In summary, the input variables and output rainfall

relationship was as follows:

(1) areas of high mean temperature (Tb > 270 °K) with low standard deviation

of temperature (SDTb <4 °K) tend to have very little or no rain,

(2) areas of high mean temperature (Tb > 260 °K) with high standard deviation

of temperature are (SDTb > 8 °K) likely to a produce small rainfall rate,
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(3) areas of low mean temperature (Tb <240 °K) with low standard deviation of

temperature (SDTb <6 °k) produce medium to high rainfall rate,

(4) areas of low mean temperature (Tb < 230 °K) with high standard deviation

(SDTb > 6 °K) of temperature have a heavier rainfall rate.

In addition, the rainfall rate and input variable relationships changed temporally and

spatially. From the same infrared image, the averaged rainfall rates in the case of January

in the Florida peninsula were much higher than for the cases over the Japanese islands.

Furthermore, the distribution of the rainfall over the infrared images was significantly

different in the three case studies, as below:

(1) For the June-JPN case (see Figure 4.21c), most of the monthly rainfall

occurred in the low temperature regions (Tb < 240 °K), and in some high

temperature regions with high standard deviation of temperature (250 °K <

Tb <270 °K; 6 °K < SDTb <10 °K) over the ocean on the SOFM nodes. Low

temperatures over the coast and land (Tb < 235 °K) also produced some

rainfall, but not as much as over the ocean.

(2) For the July/August case, most of the rainfall occurred over the ocean, also

in low mean temperature nodes (Figure 4.26c). The distribution of data,

however, was concentrated over high temperature SOFM nodes (see Figure

4.26b).

(3) For the January-FL case, most of the rainfall occurred over land, especially

over low mean temperature with high standard deviation SOFM nodes
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(Figure 4.31c). Meanwhile, a higher distribution of rainfall events were

located on high temperature with low standard deviation SOFM nodes (see

Figure 4.31b).

Sequential updates of weights on the Grossberg layer in the MCPN model were

effective in improving the accuracy of MCPN model. As shown in Table 4.4, for an update

time as long as 12 hours, the results improved considerably. The performance also improved

significantly when applied to different periods of time and location.
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CHAPTER 5

HOURLY RAINFALL RATE ESTIMATION

5.1 Introduction

Large-scale and long-term accumulation of rainfall data, including monthly and

annual data, are essential to the tracking of climatological changes and spatial water

movement. Records of accumulated rainfall are important to the development of annual and

inter-annual climatic trends and to water resources and agricultural planning. The ability to

estimate hourly rainfall rates, however, provides information for more short-term and severe

events. A closer inspection of the accumulated monthly rainfall data reveals that much of

that rain falls during only a few hours to a few days, from either local-scale convective

storms or large-scale frontal or convergence convective systems. More often than not, these

significant rainfalls occur over such short periods of time that they cause heavy flash floods,

and result in damage to crops, and financial loss. Furthermore, a better understanding of the

short-term rainfall over the tropical oceans will provide increased knowledge of large-scale

atmospheric dynamics and hurricane development.

The estimated monthly rainfall is considered to be more accurate based on the small

random error over time being averaged and eliminated. The short-term hourly rainfall

estimation from satellites is inherently more complicated and subject to error than the

monthly rainfall. Particulary from infrared and visible imagery, the satellite views associated

with rainfall rate estimations are indirect. A high variation of rainfall rate between model

estimates and ground observations is common. Thus, the hourly estimates are typically less
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accurate than the monthly accumulated amount. Therefore, the effectiveness of a proposed

model can best be judged, according to the quality of the simulation based on the hourly time

interval.

In this chapter the proposed MCPN model is used to estimate the hourly rainfall rate.

The MCPN results are then compared to the hourly radar rainfall rates and the GPI method-

produced rainfall rate. In the MCPN model simulation, both non-update and update

connection weights on the Grossberg layer of MCPN model are illustrated. The contents of

each section in this chapter are organized as follows: Section 5.2 describes the data used in

the hourly time series simulation. Section 5.3 shows the simulation results from the GPI

method, and from the MCPN models with both update and non-update connection weights.

Three examples involving heavy rainfall periods in hourly time series that occurred within

the previous three monthly rainfall studies are investigated. Finally, discussion of the results

of the simulation is provided in Section 5.4.

5.2 Simulation Data

Hourly rainfall is much more transient than monthly accumulated rainfall, in which

the random error is diminished through the averaging process. Certain satellite 1R techniques

are expected to produce less accurate estimates of hourly rainfall, or even to fail, when

compared to the monthly estimates they produce. In the study cases, because no rain is

falling most of the time over the course of a month, the mean and standard deviation of

hourly rainfall are relative low. In order to show the performance of the hourly rainfall

estimates of a model, it is most appropriate to test a period during which there was heavy
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rainfall. Therefore, the hourly rainfall time series of 4-7 day periods with heavy rainfall

events in each month were selected for further study.

Around the Japanese islands (Figure 4.5), five blocks, or locations, denoted A, B, C,

D, and E, were used for hourly data simulation sites. Blocks A and C are over land, and

blocks B, D, and E are over ocean. The sizes of these study blocks are 1.25 x 1.25 Lat.-Lon.

scale for blocks A, B, C, and D, and 2.5 x 2.5 Lat.-Lon. scale for block E. In the Florida

penninsula (Figure 4.6), two areas, denoted as I and II, were selected. Those blocks on I and

lil cover 2° x 2° Lat.-Lon. scale. Three examples were selected from within a specific period

time from the three cases used for monthly rainfall simulation. The three examples for the

hourly rainfall rate time series investigation are listed as follows:

( I ) Example 1: 6/14/89 to 6/20/89 over the Japanese islands

Seven days (June 1989) significant heavy hourly rainfall were

selected. The monthly time series of the five study blocks for June 1989 are

illustrated in Figure 5.1.

(2) Example 2: 7/27/89 to 8/2/89 over the Japanese islands

Both the monthly time series, covering the period 7/15/89 to 8/15/89, and the

selected seven-day period for the hourly simulation are shown in Figure 5.2.

(3) Example 3: 1/24/96 to 1/27/96 on block I, and 1/1/96/ to 1/4/96 on block H

around Florida penninsula.

In the Florida penninsula, because the heavy rainfall periods on the

two selected sites were not concurrent, two different hourly time series were

selected for the model simulation, as shown in Figures 5.3a-b. On area I
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(Figure 4.6), the period 1/24/96 to 1/27/96 was selected; on area II, the study

period covered 1/1/96 to 1/4/96.

In each of the examples, the MCPN model estimates, GPI estimates, and the radar-

composed rainfall rate are compared.

5.3 Hourly Time Series Simulation

The MCPN model chosen for hourly rainfall rates estimation is the same as that used

in the monthly rainfall simulation in Chapter Four. The MCPN model was calibrated from

the 15-day data in June over the Japanese islands, and then used for each of the test cases

with (1) connection weights of the Grossberg layer non-updated, and (2) connection weights

of the Grossberg layer updated from radar composed hourly rainfall rate.

5.3.1 Example 1: (6/14/89 to 6/20/89 over the Japanese islands)

Figures 5.4a-e illustrate the simulated results from the non-updated MCPN model and

the GPI method. The overall statistics from non-updated MCPN model and GPI estimates

in those testing blocks are listed in Table 5.1.

For all five blocks, the non-updated MCPN estimates were significantly more

accurate than the GPI estimates, according to both CORR[h] and RMSE[h] statistics for each

block. The GPI estimate was limited by a 3 mm/hr maximum rate for any pixel. In block

site A (Figure 5.4a), the averaged rainfall rates were much higher than 3 mm/hr from 6/15/89

to 6/16/89, and GPI estimates were therefore underestimated. The performance of the non-
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Table 5.1. Statistics of hourly rainfall time series from GPI, non-updated
MCPN, and hourly updated MCPN estimates in the five testing blocks

Statistics Methods A B C D E

CORR[h]

GPI 0.40 0.37 0.20 0.43 0.59

MCPN (non-updated) 0.77 0.61 0.32 0.62 0.59

MCPN (updated) 0.88 0.62 0.87 0.73 0.75

RMSE[h]

GPI 0.88 0.84 1.38 0.63 0.59

MCPN (non-updated) 0.56 0.43 1.24 0.46 0.47

MPCN (updated) 0.42 0.37 0.66 0.38 0.40

BIAS [h]

GPI 0.03 0.24 -0.06 -0.02 0.17

MCPN (non-updated) -0.08 0.08 -0.22 -0.11 0.03

MCPN (updated) 0.04 0.08 0.13 -0.01 0.10
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updated MCPN was relatively consistent over the ocean, as indicated by the CORR[h]

ranging from 0.59 to 0.62, and RMSE[h] ranging from 0.43 to 0.47 on blocks B, D, and E.

Statistics over the land showed more variation, with CORR[h] ranging from 0.77 on block

A to 0.36 on block C, and RMSE[h] ranging from 0.56 on block A and 1.24 to block C.

As indicated in Figures 5.5a-e, the MCPN model estimates with hourly update of the

weights of the Grossberg layer significantly improved over the non-update MCPN estimates.

The overall statistics are also listed in Table 5.1.

As shown in Figures 5.5a-e, the updated MCPN estimates outperformed the non-

updated MCPN estimates on all the statistics of CORR[h] and RMSE[h]. Particularly, for

block C, the updated MCPN estimates captured the time and intensity of the peak rainfall

rate during the heavy rainfall period on 6/16/89, while both non-updated MCPN and GPI

estimates were significantly underestimated. The CORR[h] increased from 0.36 to 0.87 from

non-updated to updated MCPN estimates.

Table 5.2 lists the simulation statistics for the testing sites from different intervals of

hourly update. As the update interval decreased, calculated statistics (CORR[h], RMSE[h],

and BIAS [h]) improved. However, even for a 12-hour update interval, better results were

obtained then for the non-updated case in most of the study blocks, indicating that the ability

to update rainfall data is essential to improving model performance.

5.3.2 Example 2: 7127/89 to 812/89 over the Japanese islands

Figures 5.6a-e present the simulation results of hourly rainfall rates from both the

non-updated MCPN model and the GPI method during 7/27/89 to 8/2/89 on the five study
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Table 5.2. The statistics of different update time interval in hourly rainfall rate estimation
from the MCPN model around Japanese islands (from 6/14/89 to 6/20/89)

Block
Area Statistics

I
hour

2
hours

4
hours

6
hours

8
hours

12
hours

Non-
update

A

CORR 0.88 0.87 0.84 0.81 0.76 0.77 0.77

RMSE 0.42 0.43 0.48 0.51 0.56 0.54 0.56

BIAS 0.40 0.02 -0.03 -0.02 -0.06 -0.05 -0.08

B

CORR 0.62 0.67 0.68 0.67 0.68 0.71 0.61

RMSE 0.37 0.33 0.29 0.32 0.36 0.44 0.43

BIAS 0.08 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.08 0.10 0.08

C

CORR 0.87 0.84 0.79 0.72 0.71 0.68 0.36

RMSE 0.66 0.72 0.82 0.91 0.94 1.00 1.24

BIAS 0.13 0.11 0.04 0.05 0.02 -0.10 -0.22

D

CORR 0.73 0.71 0.69 0.65 0.63 0.61 0.62

RMSE 0.38 0.39 0.40 0.44 0.44 0.45 0.46

BIAS -0.01 0.00 -0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 -0.11

E

CORR 0.75 0.74 0.73 0.70 0.68 0.68 0.59

RMSE 0.40 0.41 0.40 0.44 0.44 0.47 0.47

BIAS 0.10 0.11 0.11 0.13 0.12 0.15 0.03
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blocks. The overall statistics from non-updated MCPN model and GPI estimates in those

testing blocks are listed in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3. Statistics of hourly rainfall time series from GPI, non-updated MCPN, and
hourly updated MCPN estimates in the five testing blocks.

Statistics Methods A B C D E

CORR[h]

GPI 0.25 0.48 0.67 0.38 0.33

MCPN (non-updated) 0.25 0.72 0.50 0.35 0.48

MCPN (updated) 0.69 0.63 0.85 0.47 0.69

RMSE[h]

GPI 0.83 0.23 0.64 0.57 0.38

MCPN (non-updated) 0.91 0.15 0.60 0.31 0.31

MPCN (updated) 0.55 0.20 0.34 0.26 0.24

BIAS [h]

GPI -0.04 -0.04 -0.37 0.16 -0.09

MCPN (non-updated) 0.10 0.10 -0.22 0.05 -0.12

MCPN (updated) 0.18 0.07 -0.01 0.05 -005

The fitting curves of the non-updated MCPN model estimation and the GPI radar

rainfall rates show similar results. For the blocks A, D, and E, the CORR[h] are relatively

low for both non-updated MCPN and GPI estimates. Considering overall performance, the

non-updated MCPN model presents better statistics than the GPI method on the testing

blocks over the ocean (B, D, and E), but over the land (blocks A and C), both the GPI and

MCPN estimates were underestimated during most of the high rainfall rate periods.

As shown in Figure 5.7a-c, the MCPN with hourly updates yielded much better
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Figure 5.7. Hourly simulation results in example 2 using non-updated
and updated MCPN models for (a) block A, (b) block B, (c) block C,
(d) block D, and (e) block E.
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Figure 5.7. Continued.
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results than the non-update MCPN estimates. Particularly over land, the hourly statistics

were much improved. The hourly updated MCPN statistics for all five study blocks are listed

in Table 5.3.

The improvement of the updated MCPN estimates was significant over land (Figures

5.7a and 5.7c). As can be seen on blocks A and C, the underestimated regions from the non-

updated MCPN were improved by updating procedure. Even the heavily overestimated

period during 7/27/89 (Figure 5.7a) was more accurately estimated. Over the ocean (Figures

5.7b, 5.7d, and 5.7e), due to low rainfall rates during the simulation period, the improvement

of the statistics from the updated MCPN was not as significant as for cases over land.

Table 5.4 shows the simulation statistics from the different hourly-updated intervals

and non-updated MCPN estimates over those five test blocks. The sites over land (A and C)

had significantly reduced RMSE[h] and increased CORR[h] when any observable rainfall

rate data within 12-hour intervals was available, thus providing the effectiveness of the

updating procedure. For testing areas over the ocean (Table 5.4, blocks B, D, and E),

because the rainfall rates during the entire study period were low, the improvements were

less significant.

5.3.3 Example 3: 1/24/96 to 1/27/96 on block I and 1/1/96 to 1/4/96 on block II around

Florida penninsula

Figures 5.8a-b present the simulation results from the non-updated MCPN model and

the GPI method. Both GPI and non-updated MCPN have very high CORR[h]; however, the
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Table 5.4. The statistics of different update time interval in hourly rainfall rate estimation
from the MCPN model around Japanese islands (from 7/27/89 to 8/2/89)

Block
Area Statistics

I
hour

2
hours

4
hours

6
hours

8
hours

12
hours

Non-
update

A

CORR 0.69 0.66 0.60 0.63 0.57 0.50 0.25

RMSE 0.55 0.61 0.66 0.60 0.64 0.70 0.91

BIAS 0.18 0.21 0.22 0.20 0.19 0.21 0.10

B

CORR 0.63 0.59 0.57 0.56 0.57 0.55 0.72

RMSE 0.20 0.22 0.22 0.24 0.23 0.26 0.15

BIAS 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.01

C

CORR 0.85 0.80 0.73 0.67 0.58 0.56 0.50

RMSE 0.34 0.38 0.44 0.47 0.52 0.53 0.60

BIAS -0.01 -0.01 -0.03 -0.02 0.02 -0.03 -0.22

D

CORR 0.47 0.36 0.27 0.15 0.17 0.22 0.35

RMSE 0.26 0.29 0.32 0.32 0.33 0.30 0.31

BIAS 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.06 0.07 0.04 0.05

E

CORR 0.69 0.63 0.60 0.52 0.50 0.52 0.48

RM SE 0.24 0.25 0.26 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.31

BIAS -0.05 -0.05 -0.05 -0.05 -0.05 -0.08 -0.12
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Figure 5.8. Hourly simulation results in example 3 using non-updated
MCPN model and GPI method for (a) block I and (b) block II.
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RMSE[h] for those two methods indicate significant underestmation of rainfall rate in blocck

I and H. The statistics of simulated results on block I and H are listed in Table 5.5.

Table 5.5. Statistics of hourly rainfall time series from GPI, non-updated MCPN, and
hourly updated MCPN estimates in the two testing blocks (Florida peninsula)

Statistics Methods I II

CORR[h]

GPI 0.81 0.85

MCPN (non-updated) 0.81 0.86

MCPN (updated) 0.91 0.88

RMSE[h]

GPI 2.69 2.38

MCPN (non-updated) 2.32 1.87

MPCN (updated) 1.02 1.41

BIAS [h]

GPI -1.12 -1.30

MCPN (non-updated) -0.92 -0.98

MCPN (updated) -0.22 -0.49

In these simulation results, the non-updated MCPN model did not produce

significantly better results than the GPI method. As described in the previous chapter, the

monthly rainfall properties, as determined by the rainfall distribution and averaged rainfall

rates over different surface types over each SOFM node, are different over Florida peninsula

than over the Japanese islands. Therefore, the underestimated results from both the GPI

method and the non-updated MCPN model are not surprising.

Figures 5.9a-b provide the simulation results from the hourly-updated MCPN model.

The hourly-updated MCPN estimates were still underestimated over the high rainfall rate
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Figure 5.9. Hourly simulation results in example 3 using non-updated
and updated MCPN models for (a) block I and (b) block II.
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periods; however, when compared to the non-updates MCPN estimated, they were

considerably improved. The statistics of the updated MCPN are listed in Table 5.5.

The MCPN model with hourly updates from radar rainfall rate data provided the

better rainfall rate estimates for both sites I and II. The improvement was much more

significant in site I. The peak rainfall hours and rainfall rate intensities on block I were well-

matched (Figure 5.9a); however, that was not the case for site II (Figure 5.9b). One possible

explaination for the behavior on site II is that the testing period for the heavy rainfall hours

was in the very first few days (01/01/96-01/04/96) of the data used in the updating process.

Because the model was calibrated from the 15-days rainfall rate data from the Japanese

islands, when the calibrated MCPN model was first applied to the Florida peninsula, the

properties of input IR brightness temperature and rainfall rate were significantly different

from those properties over the Japanese islands; therefore the MCPN model erquired a buffer

time to adjust its behavior to the Florida peninsula. After a period (23 days) of adjustment,

as shown in Figure 5.9a (1/24/96-1/27/96), the hourly rainfall rates were much better

matched.

The summarized results for different hourly update frequencies are listed in Table 5.6.

When compared to the non-updated statistics, the RMSEs and BIASs significantly improved

from any hourly update within 12 hours. The CORRs ranged from 0.65 to 0.91, whereas

most of the CORRs were greater than 0.80.
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Table 5.6. The statistics of different update time intervals in hourly rainfall rate
estimation from the MCPN model around the Florida penninsula (I: from 01/24/96 to
01.27/96;	 from 01/01/96 to 01/04/96)

Block

Area Statistics

1

hours

2

hours

4

hours

6

hours

8

hours

12

hours

Non-

update

I

CORR 0.91 0.89 0.80 0.71 0.87 0.65 0.81

RMSE 1.02 1.15 1.51 1.80 1.68 1.90 2.32

BIAS -0.22 -0.28 -0.41 -0.52 -0.58 -0.49 -0.92

11

CORR 0.86 0.84 0.79 0.82 0.79 0.85 0.86

RMSE 1.41 -1.44 1.48 1.34 1.43 1.25 1.87

BIAS -0.49 -0.50 -0.46 -0.38 -0.38 -0.35 -0.98

5.4 Discussion

In this chapter, the hourly rainfall rate was simulation from the updated MCPN

model, the non-updated MCPN model, and the GPI method. The results show that the

updated MCPN model is much more accurate than the non-updated model. Even update

period of as much as 12 hours was more effective than the non-updated MCPN estimates

in most cases, especially in the example over the Florida peninsula. These results suggest

that future hourly rainfall rate estimation might greatly benefit from combining many

sources of data, such as observations from ground radar or gauges, model-generated

rainfall rate, and/or microwave-generated rainfall rate produced from polar-obiting

satellites, for frequent model update.
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CHAPTER 6

RAINFALL ESTIMATION FROM PARTIAL INFORMATION

6.1 Introduction

The high temporal and spatial variation of IR brightness temperature and rainfall rates

necessitates that JR-based models have the ability to update model behavior from useful

observable sources, in order to produce consistent rainfall rate estimations. Possible data

sources for updating the MCPN model include precipitation radars, rain gauges,

meteorological model-produced rainfall, and/or microwave image-produced rainfall from

polar-orbiting satellites. The use of additional data sources will be important to preserve the

quality of the proposed model in short-term rainfall data retrieval, such as hourly rainfall rate.

The availability of real-time data is limited, especially for areas over oceans where few rain

gauges exist, and radar rain-rate data obtained from islands or continental coastal regions is

scarse. Even though few observed data are available, they should still be used to test the

model. The proposed MCPN model was tested with increasing amount of observed data by

gradually increasing the number of pixels with radar coverage from none to complete

coverage over the study area.

The contents of this chapter are organized as follows: Section 6.2 describes the

experimental design for this approach. In Section 6.3, the monthly rainfall and hourly

rainfall rate estimations from limited ground observable radar pixels are simulated and

compared to the radar rainfall data. A summarized discussion is given in Section 6.4.
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6.2 Experimental Design

From the previous testing results, the model calibrated with 15 days of data from the

Japanese islands heavily underestimated rainfall when applied to the Florida area, therefore,

the Florida peninsula was used for this analysis. The MCPN model used in this chapter had

the same model structure and initial model parameters as the monthly and hourly rainfall

estimation parameters used in the previous chapters.

With respect to the input variables of the proposed MCPN model, the surface type

variable separates the function for rainfall rate estimation from the MCPN model into three

distinct regions ( land, coast, and ocean). In this approach, the model is arranged with an

equal number of pixels available for each surface type. The number of pixels used to update

the simulation ranged from none to all available pixels.Ten different runs were made, using

0, 5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, and all available pixels, for each surface type, for updating

the weights of the Grossberg layer in the MCPN model. The locations of pixels used for the

simulation were randomly selected from the radar coverage range; each pixel covered an area

of 0.250 x 0.25° Lat.-Lon. The locations of selected pixels for ten examples are shown in

Figures 6.1a-j. The simulated results are presented as (1) the accumulated monthly total

with 1 0 x 1° spatial resolution over the entire Florida peninsula, and (2) hourly rainfall rates

in blocks I and 11 (see Figure 4.6).



(b) Selected sites: 5 pixels(a) No pixel used
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(c) Selected sites: 10 pixels

(e) Selected sites: 50 pixels

(d) Selected sites: 25 pixels

(f) Selected sites: 75 pixels

Figure 6.1. Number of pixels used in MCPN model update
(a) no pixel, (b) 5 pixels, (c) 10 pixels, (d) 25 pixels, (e) 50 pixels,
(f) 75 pixels, (g) 100 pixels, (h) 125 pixels, (i) 150 pixels, and
(j) all available pixels.

'



(i) Selected sites: 150 pixels (j) Selected sites: all available pixels

(g) Selected sites: 100 pixels (h) Selected sites: 125 pixels

Figure 6.1. Continued.
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6.3 Simulation Results

6.3.1 Monthly Rainfall

Figures 6.2a-j show the scatterplots of simulated monthly rainfall in January 1996 for

the various numbers of pixels used to update the connection weights of the Grossberg layer.

Figure 6.2a presents the monthly rainfall estimates from the MCPN model no pixels used in

the update. The correlation is relatively high (CORR[m]=0.7464); however, the RMSE[m]

(110.6) and BIAS[m] (-78.63) indicate that the MCPN model-generated monthly rainfall was

heavily underestimated. Figures 6.2b displays the monthly rainfall of the updated MCPN

model with 5 pixels on each surface type. Although the CORR[m] (0.6949) is slightly lower

than the CORR[m] from the non-updated MCPN, the RMSE[m] (78.52) and BIAS[m] (-

29.91), are significantly improved. Figure 6.3e shows the results from 10 pixels for the

MCPN model update. The CORR[m] (0.7206) is better than for 5 pixels, and the RMSE[m]

(67.67) and BIAS[m] (-0.2388) are also substantially reduced from 5 pixel and non-updated

cases, although the values are still underestimated on high rainfall pixels. As the number of

pixels used to update the MCPNs' update increased, the monthly simulation results improved

(Figures 6.2d-j). When 50 pixels used (Figure 6.2e), the results were CORR[h]=0.7832,

RMSE[m]=60.08, and BIAS [m]=4.946. The statistics did not improved significantly with

greater than 50 pixels used.

Spatial distributions of the monthly rainfall for the different numbers of pixels used

are shown in Figures 6.3a-j. The monthly observed rainfalls are shown for comparison in

Figure 6.3k. Figures 6.4a-j show the model-generated averaged monthly rainfall on each

SOFM node for the various number of pixels used. The averaged rainfall on the SOFM
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(a) MCPN (No Data)
	

(b) MCPN (5 pixels)
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Figure 6.2. Scatter plots of monthly observations and MPCN model
estimates from different number of pixels used in model update
(a) no pixel used, (b) 5 pixels, (c) 10 pixels, (d) 25 pixels, (e) 50 pixels,
(f) 75 pixels, (g) 100 pixels, (h) 125 pixels, (i) 150 pixels, and (j) all
available pixels.
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(a) MCPN (No Data)
	

(b) MCPN (5 pixels)

(c) MCPN (10 pixels)
	

(d) MCPN (25 pixels)

(e) MCPN (50 pixels)
	

(f) MCPN (75 pixels)

Figure 6.3. Monthly rainfall (January 1996) from MCPN model over Florida
peninsula using different number of pixels in model update (a) no pixel used,
(b) 5 pixels, (c) 10 pixels, (d) 25 pixels, (e) 50 pixels, (f) 75 pixels, (g) 100 pixels,
(h) 125 pixels, (i) 150 pixels, and (j) all available pixels.
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(g) MCPN (100 pixels)
	

(h) MCPN (125 pixels)

(i) MCPN (150 pixels)
	

(j) MCPN (all available pixels)

(k) observation: January-FL
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Figure 6.3. Continued.



(a) Average RR: No pixel used

(e) Average RR: 50 pixels

(b) Average RR: 5 pixels
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(c) Average RR: 10 pixels
	

(d) Average RR: 25 pixels

Figure 6.4. Averaged rainfall on SOFM node from monthly simulation
using different number of pixels in MCPN model update (a) no pixel used,
(b) 5 pixels, (c) 10 pixels, (d) 25 pixels, (e) 50 pixels, (f) 75 pixels, (g) 100
pixels, (h) 125 pixels, (i) 150 pixels, (j) all available pixels, and (k) radar
observed rainfall.
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nodes from all monthly rainfall data is shown in Figure 6.4k. Comparing Figure 6.4a,

without any update, to Figure 6.4k, the averaged rainfall of each SOFM node was

underestimated, particularity over land ( also Figure 6.4k). When five pixels were used in

the model update (Figure 6.4b), those SOFM nodes which were underestimated over land

improved. With 50 or more pixels used in the MCPN update (Figures 6.4e-j), the estimates

over each of the surface types were very similar to those of the observed data (Figure 6.4k).

From Figure 6.4a-j, the results over land differed from the estimates from radar observations;

however, the results over ocean and coast were similar to each other. The rainfall properties

over land in the Japanese islands calibration data are different from those over the Florida

area, and may explain the discrepancy.

It is significant that the use of as few as five pixels in each surface type improved the

monthly rainfall estimates over the non-update estimatess. As the number of observable

pixels used for updating the connection weights of the Gorssberg layer increased, the quality

of the results increased as well. Table 6.1 shows the number of pixels used for hourly update

the connection weights of the Grossberg layer in the MCPN model, and their monthly

validation results in the January-FL case. Overall, the use of ten pixels for the hourly update

generated satisfactory results.
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Table 6.1. The monthly rainfall statistics for different number of pixels (over land, coast, and
ocean) used in update (Monthly performance in case January-FL)

Statistics

No

pixel

5

pixels

10

pixels

25

pixels

50

pixels

75

pixels

100

pixels

125

pixels

150

pixels

All

available

pixels

CORR 0.746 0.696 0.721 0.753 0.783 0.771 0.784 0.785 0.784 0.779

RMSE 109.86 77.98 67.20 64.04 59.67 61.15 59.40 59.29 59.86 65.03

BIAS -78.62 -29.91 -0.24 -8.77 4.95 7.17 2.64 4.31 8.65 22.49

6.3.2 Hourly Rainfall Rate

Figures 6.5-6.13 present the results of the hourly time series for the two sites around

the Florida peninsula, using different numbers of pixels for the simulation. Figure 6.5, with

no update from observation, show that all the hourly estimates were underestimated,

although there was a tendency for the estimates during heavy rainfall periods to be similar

to the observations. If even a small number of observations were used for model update, the

overall statistics improved over the non-updated case. As can be seen in Figures 6.5a-b, for

five pixels in the MCPN model update, the results for the high rainfall intensity time periods

were improved. Statistics in Figure 6.5a indicate that the hourly update to 5 pixels was

effective for block I; CORR[h], RMSE[h], and BIAS[h] were improved over the non-

updated case. Statistics in Figure 6.5b show that both the RMSE[h] and BIAS[h] were

improved; however, the CORR[h] was reduced from 0.86 in the non-update case to 0.8 in

the update case. Tables 6.2 and 6.3 summarize the statistics of the two different sites for the

various number of pixels involved in the MCPN model update. General conclusions from

Tables 6.2 and 6.3 are listed below:
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site I: MCPN(0 pixel) MCPN(5 pixels)

Hourly Rain Rate Time Series (5 pixels): Site I, 01/24/96-01/27/96 [FL]
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Figure 6.5. Hourly rainfall rate simulation from non-update and
5 pixel update on (a) block I and (b) block II.
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Hourly Rain Rate Time Series (10 pixels): Site I, 01/24/96-01/27/96 [FL]
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Figure 6.6. Hourly rainfall rate simulation from non-update and
10 pixel update on (a) block I and (b) block II.
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Figure 6.7. Hourly rainfall rate simulation from non-update and
25 pixel update on (a) block I and (b) block II.
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Figure 6.8. Hourly rainfall rate simulation from non—update and
50 pixel update on (a) block I and (b) block II.
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Figure 6.9. Hourly rainfall rate simulation from non-update and
75 pixel update on (a) block I and (b) block II.
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Figure 6.10. Hourly rainfall rate simulation from non—update and
100 pixel update on (a) block I and (b) block II.
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Figure 6.11. Hourly rainfall rate simulation from non—update and
125 pixel update on (a) block I and (b) block II.
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Figure 6.12. Hourly rainfall rate simulation from non-update and
150 pixel update on (a) block I and (b) block II.
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Figure 6.13. Hourly rainfall rate simulation from non-update and
all available pixel update on (a) block I and (b) block II.
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(1) CORR[h]: For block I, the updated CORR[h] ranges from 0.90 to 0.94.

Two peak periods (1/24/96 and 1/27/96) improved in all cases

over the non-updated case. On block II, the CORR[h] ranges

from 0.77 to 0.86. Only one peak period (1/3/96) of the two

periods (1/1/96 and 1/3/96) improved, indicating that in some

cases, the CORR[h] with updates did not improve over the

non-updated situation.

(2) RMSE[h]: The RMSE[h] for block I was 1.65 for the five-pixel update,

and 1.02 for the all-available-pixel update, and 2.32 for the

non-updated case. When the number of pixels used for the

update increased, the RMSE[h] decreased. The RMSE[h] on

block II ranged from 1.38 to 1.53, compared to 1.87 from the

non-updated case. The RMSE[h] ranged from 1.38 to 1.45

when the number of pixels was 50, or more.

(3) BIAS [h]: On block I, the BIAS[h] decreased as the number of pixels

used in the model update increased. The BIAS[h] ranged

from -0.22 to -0.64, compared to -0.92 for the non-updated

case. For block II, the BIAS[h] ranged from -0.63 to -0.39,

compared to -0.98 for the non-updated case. The

improvement after 50 pixels was not significant.
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Table 6.2. The hourly rainfall statistics for different number of pixels (over land, coast,
and ocean) used in model update (Block I: 1/24/96 to 1/27/96)

Statistics

No

pixel

5

pixels

10

pixels

25

pixels

50

pixels

75

pixels

100

pixels

125

pixels

150

pixels

All

available

pixies

CORR 0.81 0.94 0.92 0.92 0.90 0.90 0.91 0.92 0.90 0.91

RM SE 2.32 1.65 1.56 1.49 1.46 1.49 1.39 1.36 1.28 1.02

BIAS -0.92 -0.64 -0.53 -0.51 -0.46 -0.48 -0.46 -0.44 -0.37 -0.22

Table 6.3. The rainfall statistics for different number of pixels (over land, coast, and
ocean) used in model update (Block II: 1/1/96 to 1/4/96)

Statistics

No

pixel

5

pixels

10

pixels

25

pixels

50

pixels

75

pixels

100

pixels

125

pixels

150

pixels

All

available

pixies

CORR 0.86 0.80 0.77 0.8 0.82 0.82 0.83 0.83 0.85 0.86

RMSE 1.87 1.53 1.45 1.46 1.39 1.38 1.42 1.45 1.39 1.41

BIAS -0.98 -0.63 -0.31 -0.46 -0.40 -0.39 -0.47 -0.48 -0.48 -0.49

6.4 Summary

The purpose of this chapter was to examine the capability of the proposed MCPN

model when updated by various numbers of ground observations. The MCPN model was

calibrated with the data from the Japanese islands and then applied to the Florida peninsula.

Various numbers of observable pixels were randomly selected from locations inside the radar

coverage. The results from monthly and hourly rainfall simulations were as follows:



(1) Without updating the weights on the Grossberg layer, the monthly and hourly

simulated results from the MCPN model were underestimated. Clearly, with

the use of ground observations in the simulation, the results for both monthly

and hourly rainfall are significantly improved.

(2) Figures 6.4a and 6.4k show that the averaged rainfalls over land using the

MCPN model calibrated with data from the Japanese islands, were

significantly underestimated over the Florida peninsula. SOFM nodes over

coast and ocean, produced average rainfalls much closer to those observed by

radar. Therefore, the number of pixels selected for model update over coast

and ocean does not significantly impact the monthly simulation results, but

radar observations do improve the estimates over land.

(3) In the hourly update case, because the testing period on block 11 is occurred

during the first days (1/1/96-1/4/96) of the month, the hourly simulation

results were less accurate. Particularly on the first day, the peak rainfall rate

was not well-matched, even when all available radar rainfall rate data were

used. This results suggests that the model needs some period of time to

adjust its behavior toward the observation.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS

7.1 Summary and Conclusions

In this research, a computer-based artificial intelligence technique, the ANN model,

was used to cope with the difficulties inherent in the study of a natural phenomenon: the

rain-cloud relationship. The CPN model was modified to meet the objective of this study.

The MCPN model structure possesses the capability to (1) process large amounts of satellite

remote-sensing data; (2) visualize the input-output correspondence; and (3) adapt to possible

seasonal and regional variation in the rain-cloud relationships. From several examples of

monthly rainfall to hourly rainfall rate estimation, the proposed MCPN model was

demonstrated to be capable of simulating the spatial and temporal variability of rainfall from

a small amount of observable pixel images.

The CPN model has a flexible model structure, and is capable of managing and

explaining the input infrared image features to the output variable, i.e. the rainfall rate. The

overall estimation process involves two pattern processing stages: the clustering stage and

the mapping stage. In the clustering stage, all the input samples are clustered into a certain

number of groups, and each group has its own characteristics that can be explained by

examining the connection SOFM weights to the original input variables. Using the

calculated statistics, such as accumulated rainfall, mean rainfall, and accumulated number

of data on each SOFM node and their connection weights to the input variables, the overall

relationship between IR brightness temperatures and surface types to rainfall rates can be
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explained. In the mapping stage, the output variable (rainfall rate) is connected to the SOFM

layer; a linear function relationship is established from the output node on the Grossberg

layer to the node on SOFM layer.

In order to enhance the function mapping capability of the CPN model, several

modifications were presented:

(1) Replace 0.0 or 1.0 on the strengths of the SOFM outputs. Those values were

changed from a constant to a function of the distance between the input

feature and the connection SOFM weights of the winner node.

(2) Improve of use of the winner node as the sole representative of the selected

SOFM node by enclosing a group of neighboring nodes to estimate the output

function.

(3) Fix the number of Grossberg layer output nodes to match the number of

SOFM nodes. This makes the function mapping localized on each SOFM

node.

After the above modifications were made, the function mapping of input-output was

partitioned into subsections, which perform piece-wise linear approximations to the original

nonlinear relationships from multi-dimensional input space. When the number of nodes

(groups) on the SOFM layer increased, the nonlinear function is better matched. In addition,

because the linear functions are implemented within the Grossberg layer, the training and

updating from ground-truth data in real-time operation models is relative easy and efficient.
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This capability is important when the proposed model was applied to situations with regional

and seasonal variations between the IR imagery and rainfall rate.

In order to manage large amounts of satellite data in the MCPN model training stage,

a filtering method was proposed, which eliminated the overlapping information inherent in

the training data. Because the data were mostly associated with clear sky images in the

training patterns, after the data were screened, the nodes (or cluster centers) on the SOFM

layer being used to interpret the feasible range of the selected input features and output

rainfall rates were more equally distributed, thereby improving the precision in estimating

the rainfall rate.

The MCPN model was used to estimate the rainfall rate from satellite JR imagery;

the simulation results were compared to the GPI estimates on both monthly and hourly

rainfall estimates. The overall performance of the MCPN models was found to be better than

the GPI estimates. Particularly, when the MCPN model was updated from observed ground

truth data, the performance significantly improved in all monthly and hourly rainfall

estimates.

Using the statistics of monthly rainfall on the SOFM nodes, the relationship between

the IR image and rainfall rate was analyzed. Although heavy rainfall is strongly related to

low brightness temperature clouds, the variation of the JR image brightness temperatures

around the calculated cloud pixel is also effects to the produced rainfall. The following

relationships were determined from the monthly statistics of average rainfall rate from the

SOFM nodes:



(1) The lower JR brightness temperatures are associated with higher rainfall

rates. This relationship is applicable to the land, coast, and ocean.

(2) Under low mean IR temperatures, the variation of the neighboring cloud

pixels (as defined by the standard deviation of JR temperature of different

size of window) increases, the averaged rainfall rate also showing increases.

This observation is supported by the characteristics of convective clouds.

Because they develop to great heights, the centers of the convective clouds

have very low IR temperatures, and accompanying high temperature gradients

to their neighboring pixels. The coolest center is most likely to produce the

highest rainfall rate. In convective anvil or cirrus clouds, however, although

the IR temperatures are low, the gradients of the neighboring pixels are also

relatively low. These portions of clouds produce relatively little or no

rainfall.

(3) High IR temperatures with low variations around the neighboring pixels are

associated with no rain. These types of patterns are related to clear sky with

no clouds or very thin low cloud situations. Based on the number of

occurrences during the three testing months, most of the image patterns are

associated with the high HZ temperatures with low variations around

neighboring pixels.

(4) Cloud images with low IR temperatures and high variations areassociated

with the warmer clouds, or the initial stage of convective clouds. These types

of image patterns are associated with light or moderate rainfall rates.
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(5) The window size of input features affects the information that can be

obtained from the coverage area of a cloud. As the size of the window with

low mean IR temperature and variation increases, the area of cloud coverage

increases, as does the volume of precipitable water in the cloud. Therefore,

the probability of rain is also higher. The most intense rainfalls results from

convective clouds. The size of convective storms ranges from a few tens to

120 km in diameter. One degree longitude scale is about 90 km wide in the

Japanese islands region, whereas it covers about 110 km in the region around

the tropic oceans. The size of window=3 covers 1.25° x 1.25° Lat.-Lon.

range, which therefore is able to enclosed most of the convective cloud

images into the computation.

Finally, a limited number of pixels containing radar data were used to update the

connection weights of the Grossberg layer; the exercise hightlighted the usefulness and

flexibility of the MCPN model when combined with other data sources. From the tests of

the January-FL case using partial radar pixel information, use of only a limited number of

pixels (5-10 pixels each over the land, coast, and ocean) significantly improved the

simulation results. This results indicated that the proposed MCPN model has the flexibility

to adapt its behavior in the temporally or spatially changing environment using limited

information. This adaption capability will be very useful for the rainfall estimation in areas

over the ocean, where few observable data are available.
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7.2 Suggestions for Future Work

The primary goal of this research was to explore the flexibility of the MCPN models

as applied to short-term satellite rainfall rate estimation. Although the MCPN model exhibits

flexible and superior behavior in functioning and learning the relationship inherent in

complicated input-output variables, it is not a panacea. Further investigations of the features

that are associated with different scale output rainfall rates is needed, otherwise, the

constructed network function is limited. The implementation of MCPN model at the current

stage was judged to be successful, based on its simple and effective update procedure that

satisfies the spatial and temporal variations of the rainfall behavior. However, the input

features that were selected in this model are relatively crude, with respect to the complicated

behavior of the rainfall status in the rain clouds. Therefore, a number of options exits that

could significantly improve the performance of the MCPN.

Future effort should involve the incorporation of features associated with patterns on

both larger-scale and local-scale with spatial and temporal variations of the rain cloud.

Several suggestions for future development are listed as follows:

(1) Involve important features in the model:

Two directions are suggested: include larger-scale cloud patterns, and

contain the variations of local temporal cloud patterns. With regard to larger-

scale cloud patterns, the type and coverage in time of a cloud have a direct

consequence on the total amount of precipitable water contained in it. In

addition, the cloud coverage area and core intensity (for convective clouds)

change over time identify the development stage of the cloud and the change



in amount of precipitable water in the cloud. A combination of IR and VIS

satellite images will give a better classification of the cloud types. Other

meteorological parameters, either from model or ground measurement are

also crucial, such as the wind directions, cloud base humidity, and inflow and

updraft of the convective clouds, if available. With regard to large-scale

cloud patterns, one goal may be to determine the cloud types and total amount

of precipitable water from the cloud coverage area, and then further to

precisely estimate or redistribute the rainfall amount in the local scale subgrid

pixels.

By combining the large-scale and local-scale subgrid pixels, the

intensity of rainfall may be better estimated by local-scale pixel features. The

surface elevations and spatial and temporal variations of pixel images from

IR, VIS, and MW, especially of the coldest center (for the convective clouds),

may provide useful information for short-term rainfall estimation.

With the flexibility of the model structure, the MCPN model

developed in this study can be configured with a separate large-scale model

structure for estimating the cloud types and total precipitable water in the rain

clouds and a local-scale model structure to provide high-quality short-term

rainfall rates using both large scale and local sub-grid satellite imagery and

meteorological parameters.
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(2) Increase the size of the SOFM layer:

Currently, the number of nodes used in the SOFM layer is fixed at 15

x 15. When a more complicated situation involving other input variables and

data in the model arises, the size of the layer will also need to be increased;

enabling the data in high-dimensional input space to be sufficiently

compressed into a two-dimensional SOFM topological map. The increased

size of the SOFM layer will also allow the rainfall rate to be estimated with

better precision.

(3) Improve the data processing in input space:

The proposed data filtering procedure filtered out the overlapping

information in the input features; thus, the feasible ranges of the data were

equally emphasized. However, it may be desired to strengthen the high

rainfall groups by assigning higher density functions on training data which

are likely to produce higher rainfall. By assigning a higher probability to

those rainfall patterns, more SOFM nodes will be used to cluster those

patterns, resulting in better precision of rainfall rate estimation.

(4) Combine with other source of data to produce high-quality rainfall products:

The ground-truth data used to update the MCPN model was shown

to be effective, even with as long as 12-hour observation interval, or a very

sparse number of randomly selected pixels. A variety of data sources may be

used to update the MCPN model:
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• Rain gauge data: The rain gauge data are the direct rainfall measurements, which

provides more accurate point measurements of rainfall than any other means.

However, their use is limited to the area on land where it is convenient for people to

set up gauges. Because rainfall distribution has a high spatial variation, the

transformation from point measurements to pixel-scale rainfall data should be made

with care.

• Radar-produced rainfall rate data: These data are limited to areas over land and

nearby oceans. Although radar recorded rainfall rate is not as accurate as gauged

measurement, it is better capable of detecting the spatial and temporal variation of

rainfall.

• Satellite microwave rainfall products: Because of the low emissivity over the ocean

surface, the appearance of rainfall clouds can be detected from microwave channels.

Lower frequency microwave channels, such as 19GHz and 37GHz, which are less

sensitive to the appearance of ice layers on cloud tops, are claimed to be more

successful in estimating the rainfall rate over the ocean. The measurements can only

be obtained twice per day for most areas from the polar orbiting satellites. From the

case studies using MCPN model, the spatial and temporal variability in the rainfall

characteristics can be adjusted from the 12-hour data. Therefore, the active or

passive microwave rainfall products could also be used to improve the MCPN model

performance over the vast ocean areas.



(5) Extend the study to global coverage:

To extend the proposed model to global coverage, several concerns

should be addressed prior to implementation:

•	 Computation efficiency:

When the MCPN model is applied to global coverage with high

resolution, the computational efficiency of the model will need to be

improved. One simple solution might be to partition the globe into several

climatic regions, and run several MCPN models in parallel for the different

regions using separate computers or CPUs.

Implementation of the Model: 

Because of spatial and temporal variations of precipitation, the use of

separate MCPN models for specific regions of the world should also be

considered. This alternative could improve the spatial variation problem in

the rainfall estimation. To improve the temporal variation of the rainfall rate

and lR image relationship, ground truth or other model-produced rainfall rate

data may also be used. The global application of the MCPN model under

spatial and temporal variations will be further examined in the future.
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APPENDIX A

BACKPROPAGATION ALGORITHM (B PA)

A specific pattern, p, of inputs and model outputs is described as

[x l (p), x 2 (p),	 „,0x	 (p)] T qnd [z2 (p), z (p),	 , z
T (p)]	 and the targets

of outputs are given as R I (p), (p),	 t (p)] T. The equation used to update

the weights from one iteration to the next is:

w(t+1) = w(t) + riAw(t+1) + aAw(t)
v(t+1) = v(t) + riAv(t+1) + aAv(t) (A.1)

where ri is the learning rate parameter, and a is a momentum factor (0 <a < 1). The hidden-

output layer weights updates, Av kj (t+1), are updated using the equation:

aF= -	 - E 8(p)y i(p)V kj
aV kj

where ô(p) = (t k(p) - z k(p)) f '(s(p))

and	 f ' (s(p))=( I -zk(p))zk(p)

The input-hidden layer weights, Aw 1 (t+1), are updated using the equation:

Aw
li
. --aF - E ô (p)x (p)1	 ia	 =-W -	 p I

1 1

where

n2

81'1(P) = f i(sjh(P))Ewkj El° (P) k
k=1

and	 f '(s Fj4)))=(1-xj(p))yi(p)

(A.2)

(A.3)

(A.4)



1 m n2
= —E E(tk(p) Z

k(p))2
2p=1 k=1

nz no

— E E[tk(P)—f(Evkk Ew,.,xi(P)))]2
2p=ik=1	 j=0	 i=0

(B.1)
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APPENDIX B

THE LLSSIM ALGORITHM

The cost function can be expressed as:

F[w , v]

where f is the transfer function indicated in Equation (2.2).

In the LLSSIM algorithm, the weight space is partitioned two groups, the first

consisting of the input-hidden weights and the second consisting of the hidden-output

weights. TS k(p) is defined to be the value of the target p transformed backward through the

logistic function of output node k,

t k(p)
TS k(p) = ln( tk(p) ) (B.2)

A new error function is defined F 1 in terms of the transformed target values:

F i [w] =
m n2

—E E(TSk(p)
2p.Ik.i

m n2
LE E(TSk(p)
2p-lk=1

S (1(02

n i 	no

— Evkif(Ewiix i(p)))2
i=o	 i=o

(B.3)

In this representation, the transformed targets TS k(p) are linear in the hidden-output

weights, v , while nonlinear in the input-hidden weights, w ji . If the values of the input-
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hidden weights are assumed to be known, the optimal hidden-output weights (conditioned

on the values of the input-hidden weights) can be computed explicitly using the method of

linear least squares (LLS).

The formulation presented above permits a reduction of the dimension of the search

space in which a non-linear training algorithm need be applied, to that of the input-hidden

weight space. However, rather than employ the local search BPA or ABPA training

strategies, a global strategy is employed based on a multi-start version of the non-linear

"Simplex" algorithm. The multi-start Simplex algorithm is listed in the Appendix C. At

each step in the evolution strategy of the algorithm, the hidden-output weights are estimated

using the LLS. The LLSSIM algorithm is summarized below:

step 0) initial search counter:

Specify number of Simplex restarts (nSTART), the initial counter (nSIM=0)

of the multi-start Simplex algorithm, the initial counter of the function

evaluation (nCF=0), and the maximum number of function evaluation

(nFmax):

step 1) initialize the simplex:

Select a simplex of size m=n+1 points, where n = (n0+1)*(n 1 ) is the

dimension of the input-hidden weight space, and randomly assign all weights

within [w max , wm ,„] to these m points.

step 2) evolve the simplex:

At each evolution step of the Simplex algorithm (reflection, extension, and

contraction), estimate the conditionally optimal hidden-output weights using
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LLS and compute the error function F[w,v]. The counter of function

evaluation increases one (nCF=nCF+1) at each Simplex evolution step.

step 3) test for convergence:

If the group convergence volume (GCV) measure (of the size of the Simplex)

becomes smaller than the group convergence criterion (GCC), let

nSIM=nSIM+1 and procede to step 4. Otherwise, return to step 2.

step 4) test for stopping criterion:

If nSIM=nSTART or nCF>=nFmax, then procede to step 5; otherwise return

to step 1.

step 5) terminate the search:

Stop the training and output the results.

Note that, unlike the BPA which starts the search from a single point in the feasible weight

space, the Simplex algorithm starts with n+1 points selected randomly in the n-dimensional

input-hidden weight space. The algorithm has global search ability and is well known to not

be easily trapped by minor local minima on the cost function surface. Restarts of the

Simplex procedure each time the n+1 points converge into a very small cluster guarantee that

the procedure will find the globally optimal solution with probability approaching 1.0 [Duan

et al., 1993].
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APPENDIX C

MULTI-START SIMPLEX SEARCH ALGORITHM

The Simplex algorithm was developed by Nelder and Mead [1965]. It begins

with a geometric simplex consisting of n+1 points in an n-dimensional

parameter space, and evolves the simplex in the direction of improving

function value by the procedures of reflection, extension, contraction, and

shrinking until the stopping criteria has been reached. This algorithm has

both local and global search characteristics, and is not easily trapped by

minor optima. By implementation of the Simplex algorithm in the context of a

multi-start strategy, convergence to the global optimum with probability 1.0

can be guaranteed. The multi-start algorithm is outlined below:

step 0) initialize the multi-start counter and the termination criteria:

Let nSIM=0 and assign the total number of independent simplex starts

(nSTART).

Select a value for GCC (eg. GCC = 10-4 ).

step 1) initialize the "simplex":

Randomly select m=n+1 points in the allowable n-dimensional weight

space and estimate the cost function value F, at each pint x,

{(x,,F 1),I=1..m and x clIn}. The allowable weight space is defined rky w <

x <Nynax , for I = 1..m, where Ex and are the upper and lower bounds on the

weights.
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step 2) sort the simplex and find the worst point:

Sort the m points in order of increasing function value, such that

has worst error function value, into array D={ (xj ,F;),j=1..m}.

step 3) find the centroid:

Find the centroid, g, of the first n points.

step 4) test the reflection point:

Find the reflection point r=2g-x. 	If the function value F(r) less than

F(xm), then procede to step 5; otherwise, procede to step 6.

step 5) test the extension point:

Find the extension point e=3g-2x. 	If F(e) < F(r), n, let x =e; otherwise,

let xm=r. Procede to step 8.

step 6) test the contraction point:

Find the contraction point c=(g+xn,)/2. If F(c) <m F(x	 let x =c and

procede to step 8; otherwise procede to step 7.

step 7) shrink the simplex:

Shrink the simplex by )ejew=(g+X)J 1d)/2,j=2..m. Procede to step 8.

step 8) test for convergence:

If the group convergence value (GCV) of the simplex is smaller than the

group convergence criterion (GCC), let nSIM=nSIM+1 and procede to step

9. If not, return to step 2. The GCV measures the size of the region

spanned by the m points of the simplex and is defined as:
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11 X	 — X
GCV = [11  max min] Un

k=1	 BD
(C.1)

where Xkmax is the maxima of all m points at parameter k

xkr„,„ is the minima of all m points at parameter k

BD=Nynax- Venin

step 9) test for termination of training:

If nSIM=nSTART, stop; otherwise, save the best point and return to step
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APPENDIX D

DENSITY MATCHING OF SOFM

If N nodes are assumed to be on the SOFM layer, the training procedure is set to

distribute the input data into N clusters. The connection weight, w i , of each node, j,

represents the cluster center of a group of input data. To present the original data, x, using

the cluster center, wi , the error, E, can be written as: E = li X - w il. Therefore, the average

reconstruction error from those N cluster centers can be assigned as below:

E[w] =	 f Ilx - wi(x)11P(x)cbc
;,,

(D.1)

where P(x): the probability density function of input data x

DJ :	 j=1 ..N partition the data space into N sub-spaces (groups)

w
3
(x): define the cluster center of DJ

The optimal clustering center can be found by finding the minimization of the average

reconstruction error.

The minimum value of E[w] can be reduced by increasing the number of cluster

centers. Under fixed number of cluster N, the cluster centers, w, can be found by taking the

derivative of Equation (D.1) with respect to wi(x).
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The probability density function, P(x), is equal to 1.0 when integrated over the entire

input space:

f :P(x)dx = 1.0
	

(D.2)

Define m(x) as the number of SOFM nodes in a small volume of dx of the input space. By

integrating over the input space, the total number of nodes must be the same as the total

number of nodes on SOFM layer, as shown below:

f -corn(x)cix = N	 (D.3)

It is required that m(x) a( P(x) such that the input density of the data is matched by the SOFM

algorithm [Aman, 1990; Ritter et al., 1992]. This implies that if one region is with higher

density than another, the higher-density region is assigned a higher number of SOFM nodes

on the SOFM layer.
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